39TH ANNUAL
U.C. RIVERSIDE BOTANIC GARDENS SPRING PLANT SALE
Saturday, March 31, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Sunday, April 1, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
www.gardens.ucr.edu, 951-784-6962

LIST OF PLANTS TO BE AVAILABLE (updated 24 March, 2012)
(Now including landscape sized cacti & succulents, but not herbs, vegetables or blooming orchids)

KEY TO THE CODES AT END OF PLANT DESCRIPTIONS

H* attracts Hummingbirds
B* attracts Butterflies or feeds butterfly larvae
W* Water efficient/drought tolerant plants
C* California native plant or derivative
F* especially good cut Flower or cut Foliage
S* fragrant flowers ("S" for Scented)

The number of plants we expect to have available at the sale appears in brackets at the end of the plant description. Double listings indicate multiple sizes.

HERE ARE THE LISTS: TREES, SHRUBS, VINES, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, LANDSCAPE-SIZED CACTI & SUCCULENTS, SHADE PLANTS, HOUSE & PATIO PLANTS & WATER & WATERSIDE PLANTS!

TREES

Acacia constricta, "WHITETHORN ACACIA" - Drought tolerant, deciduous, Southwest native small tree or large shrub w/ spiny branches & tiny, feathery leaves; flowers are fragrant, yellow bottlebrushes produced summer. [7] (H*W*S*)

Acacia greggii, "CATCLAW ACACIA" - Drought tolerant, deciduous small tree/large shrub w/ spiny branches & tiny, ferny leaves; flowers are fragrant, creamy yellow bottle-brushes produced spring to fall if irrigated. [10/7] (H*W*C*S*)

Aesculus californica, "CALIF. BUCKEYE" - Drought tolerant, California native tree w/ hand-shaped leaves & foot-long plumes of creamy white, fragrant flowers in spring. [11/9] (H*B*W*C*S*)

Albizia julibrissin, "SILK TREE" - Fast-growing, heat-loving, deciduous tree of graceful, spreading form, w/ yellow-green, ferny leaves that fold up at night & pink-powder-puff flowers over long summer season. [20] (H*B*)

Arbutus 'Marina', "STRAWBERRY TREE" - Choice, evergreen tree related to manzanita w/ handsome bark, large, deep green leaves, clusters of tiny, pink, urn-shaped flowers in fall. [4] (H*W*)

Bauhinia variegata, "PURPLE ORCHID TREE" - Spectacular, deciduous tree w/ light green, 2-lobed leaves & 3-in. purple, orchidlike flowers in late winter/early spring (a few may have white flowers). [26/15/13] (H*)

Brachychiton discolor, "AUSTRALIAN LACEBARK" - Choice, nearly evergreen, large tree w/ a thick, green-barked trunk, w/ large, maple-like leaves, fuzzy pink, bell-shaped flowers & boat-shaped pods popular in crafts & arrangements. [8] (H*W*)

Erythrina x sykesii, "AUST. CORAL TREE" - Spectacular, medium-sized tree w/ thick branches, 3-parted leaves w/ pointed leaflets & long spikes of brilliant orange-red flowers in late winter/early spring; hummingbird favorite. [7/3] (H*)

Caesalpinia mexicana, "MEXICAN BIRD-OF-PARADISE" - Heat-loving, small tree or large shrub w/ ferny, blue-green leaves & showy clusters of lemon yellow flowers throughout warm weather; needs good drainage. [15] (H*W*)

Casimiroa edulis, "WHITE SAPOTE" - Subtropical tree, deciduous in frost, w/ shiny green, hand-shaped, leaves & 3-4 in., pale yellow fruit w/ tropical flavor & custard-like texture (seedlings of 'Vernon'). [29/7]

Cercidium floridum, "BLUE PALO VERDE" - Drought tolerant, fast-growing, small tree w/ bright green bark, blue-green branchlets, tiny, divided leaves & covered w/ yellow flowers in spring. [10] (H*W*C*)

Cercis occidentalis (dark Lake Co. strain), "WESTERN REDBUD" - Dark flowered form of this versatile, Calif. native tree w/ all-year interest - masses of deep magenta spring flowers, handsome foliage & seedpods, yellow fall color, picturesque branching. [6] (H*W*C*F*)

Cordia boissieri, "ANACAHUITA" - Hard-to-find, heat-loving small tree or large shrub w/ 3-5 in., oval, rough textured leaves & clusters of trumpet-shaped, white flowers w/ yellow throats from spring to fall; deciduous in heavy frost. [5] (B*W*)

Erythrina cristi-galli, "COCKSPUR CORAL TREE" - Unusual, small tree or large shrub w/ thick branches & clusters of velvety, brick or wine red flowers intermittent over long spring to fall season; hummingbird favorite. [20/18/6] (H*)

Ficus carica 'Brown Turkey', "BROWN TURKEY FIG" - Fast-growing, small- to medium-sized, deciduous tree w/ thick, picturesque, white-barked trunk and branches, lobed leaves & sweet, dark-skinned fruit in spring & summer (we grow it as
Vitex agnus-castus - Water efficient, Calif. native small tree or large shrub w/ leathery, wavy-edged leaves that are dark gray green above & white woolly below, & striking clusters of 10 in., pendulous flower tassels in winter. [15/5] (W*C*)

Ginkgo biloba - "GINKGO TREE" - Slow-growing, deciduous tree w/ light green, fan-shaped leaves that color yellow in fall; unsexed seedlings -- female trees may bear malodorous fruit, edible seeds. [3]

Heteromeles arbutifolia, "TOYON" - Versatile, Calif. native, water-efficient small tree/large shrub w/ toothed, glossy green leaves, large clusters of white flowers in summer, showy red berries in winter. [6] (H*B*W*C*)

Heteromeles arbutifolia (from yellow-fruit), "TOYON" - Calif. native, water-efficient small tree/large shrub w/ glossy green leaves, clusters of white flowers in summer, showy red berries in winter; seed from yellow-fruit plant - some may have yellow berries. [11/10] (H*B*W*C*)

Hibiscus tiliaceus, "HAO TREE" - Tropical, Polynesian tree for mildest Inland gardens or patio container; 6-in., leathery, heart-shaped leaves & 4-in., bright yellow, hibiscus flowers w/ red center, age in one day to dark orange. [4]

Laurus 'Saratoga', "SARATOGA BAY LAUREL" - Classic laurel of literature & cooking, a handsome, slow growing, evergreen tree or large shrub w/ dark green, deliciously aromatic, leathery leaves & small, interesting, yellow flowers; versatile. [13] (W*)

Luma (Myrceugenella) apiculata, "PALO COLORADO" - Choice, slow-growing, small tree/large shrub w/ cinnamon-colored bark, small, glossy, leathery leaves, fluffy clusters of white flowers that age pink & edible blue berries. [15] (W*)

Myrtus communis 'Boetica', "BOETICA MYRTLE" - Choice form of this versatile, evergreen tree/shrub w/ dark green, shiny, aromatic leaves, arranged "foxtail" fashion on thick branches; fragrant white flowers & blue berries. [9] (W*F*)

Olea africana, "AFRICAN OLIVE" - Uncommon evergreen tree w/ narrow, dark green, shiny leaves & gnarled trunks in age; small, dry fruit not messy as typical olive; established trees require little or no irrigation. [9] (W*)

Pinus attenuata, "KNOBCONE PINE" - Fast-growing, California native pine forming a rounded crown while young & a more irregular shape in age; 3-5-in., yellow green needles & asymmetrical, knobby cones that remain on the tree for years. [10] (W*C*)

Pistacia chinensis, "CHINESE PISTACHE" - Tough, drought resistant, deciduous medium to large tree w/ graceful, divided leaves that reliably turn scarlet/crimson/orange in fall; spectacular! [15] (W*)

Prosopis glandulosa var. torreyana, "HONEY MESQUITE" - Fast-growing, w/ some irrigation, drought tolerant, evergreen tree of picturesque form; tiny, ferny leaves & dense, finger-like spikes of creamy yellow flowers in spring. [10] (B*W*)

Prosopis juliflora, "BAYAHONDA BLANCA" - Fast-growing, Vitex agnus-castus 'Stony Point', "CHASTE TREE" - Tough, fast-growing small tree or large shrub w/ pretty, hand-shaped leaves & dense, conical spikes of small, dark blue purple, fragrant flowers over long summer season. [2] (B*W*S*)

Prunus lusitanica, "PORTUGAL LAUREL" - Water efficient, single or multi-trunked tree or large shrub from Spain & Portugal; 5-in, shiny, dark green leaves & 5-10 in. spikes of creamy white flowers in spring/summer. [12] (B*W*)

Punica granatum 'Angel Red', "POMEGRANATE" - New cultivar of this tough, deciduous small tree/large shrub; scarlet red, crinkly-petaled flowers in summer, & large, red-skinned, soft-seeded fruit; early September bearing, yellow fall foliage. [8] (H*W*)

Punica granatum 'Double Red', "POMEGRANATE" - Rare flower form of this popular, water efficient tree; glossy green leaves & pomepom-like, double, scarlet red flowers over long summer season; no fruit. [12] (H*W*)

Quercus lobata, "VALLEY OAK" - Majestic, Calif. native, low-water-use, deciduous, large tree w/ thick, spreading branches & handsome, deeply lobed leaves; fairly fast growth w/ some irrigation. [39/6] (B*W*C*)

Schotia brachypetala, "TREE FUCHSIA" - Slow-growing, Calif. native tree or shrub w/ handsome, shiny dark green compound leaves & clusters of waxy, cream colored flowers w/ protruding stamens born mostly on older wood. [53] (H*S*)

Sequoia sempervirens 'Simpson's Silver', "COAST REDWOOD" - Fast-growing, Calif. native, evergreen tree w/ handsome, red-brown, fibrous-barked trunk, a pyramidal crown of horizontal branches, & gray-green, ferny, aromatic foliage. [4] (C*)

Syzygium jambos, "ROSE APPLE" - Semi-tropical small tree/large shrub w/ handsome, lance-shaped leaves, bronze new growth, large, brush-like, creamy white flowers & crunchy, aromatic fruit w/ rose water flavor. [15] (H*W*)

Tabebuia chrysotricha, "GOLDEN TRUMPET TREE" - Spectacular, slow-growing, deciduous tree w/ hand-shaped, gold-haired leaves & 3-4 in., golden yellow, trumpet-shaped flowers before the leaves appear in spring. [16] (H*)

Tabebuia impetiginosa, "PINK TRUMPET TREE" - Spectacular, deciduous tree w/ hand-shaped, 5-leaflet leaves & pretty, 2 to 3 in., lavender-pink, trumpet-shaped flowers before the leaves appear in spring. [28/23/11] (H*)

Vitex agnus-castus 'Pink Sensation', "CHASTE TREE" - Tough, fast-growing small tree or large shrub w/ pretty, hand-shaped leaves & dense, conical spikes of small, pink, fragrant flowers over long summer season. [3] (B*W*S*)
SHRUBS

**Berberis pinnata**, "LEATHERLEAF ACACIA" - Large, heat resistant shrub w/ handsome, rounded, green-yellow leaves -- flowers are bright yellow bottle-brushes born in winter/spring; pods showy. [15] (W*)

**Anisacanthus quadrifidus**, "MEXICAN FIRE", "DESERT HONEYSUCKLE" - Heat-loving, mound shrub w/ light green leaves & spikes of flared, tubular, bright red-orange flowers heaviest in spring, occasional in summer/fall; hummingbird & butterfly favorable. [15] (H*B*W*C*)

**Arctostaphylos 'Emerald Carpet', 'MANZANITA'** - Water efficient, California native derivative w/ small, rounded leaves on a dense, wide-spread low shrub; pink, urn-shaped flowers in spring; needs good drainage. [15] (H*B*W*C*)

**Arctostaphylos densiflora 'Sentinel', 'VINE HILL MANZANITA'** - Sturdy trunked small tree/shrub to 8 ft. tall & 8 ft. wide w/ smooth, reddish black bark, small, gray leaves & clusters of tiny, light pink, urn-shaped flowers in spring; needs good drainage. [15] (H*B*W*C*)

**Arctostaphylos uva-ursi 'Pt. Reyes', 'BEARBERRY MANZANITA'** - Wide-spread groundcover shrub to 1 ft. tall, w/ dark red-brown branches, shiny, rounded, dark green leaves & clusters of tiny, white, urn-shaped flowers in late winter/early spring. [15] (H*B*W*C*)

**Artemisia tridentata** "GREAT BASIN SAGEBRUSH" - Sagebrush of "Old West" fame; tough, water efficient, picturesque shrub w/ silver-white, notoriously aromatic foliage; needs good drainage. [10] (W*C*)

**Baccharis hydrioides 'Starn-Thompson' tm #11240, 'THOMPSON BACCHARIS'** - Patented, wide-spread, heat-loving, groundcover shrub w/ small, narrow bright green leaves on green stems; does not bear the unattractive flower heads of other cultivars. [15] (W*)

**Berberis pinnata 'Ken Hartman', 'CALIF. HOLLY GRAPE'** - Calif. native, evergreen shrub to 5 ft. tall w/ handsome, compound leaves w/ shiny green, spiny-edged leaflets, red when young, profuse clusters of tiny, yellow flowers in spring & dark blue berries. [20] (H*W*)

**Boronia 'Carosel', 'PINK BORONIA'** - Upright, Aust. shrub w/ aromatic, dark green, needle-like leaves & lightly fragrant, pink, bell-shaped flowers that age to dark red; good cutflower; needs good drainage, no phosphorus fertilizer. [20] (S*)

**Brachyglossis 'Silver Dormouse', 'DAISY BUSH'** - Water efficient shrub from New Zealand w/ rounded, gray green, white-edged leaves w/ silvery white backs, & an abundance of yellow daisy flowers in summer. [20] (B*)

**Brugmansia (Logee's hose-in-hose), 'ANGEL'S TRUMPET'** - Fast-growing, large shrub/small tree w/ velvety leaves & 15-in., pendant, night-time blooming flowers of crimson, orange, yellow, red, white, & purple colors; needs good drainage & occasional in summer/fall; hummingbird & butterfly favorable. [17/5] (B*S*)

**Cestrum nocturnum**, "NIGHT-BLOOMING JESSAMINE" - Tall, fast-growing shrub w/ bright green, willow-shaped leaves & deliciously scented, night-fragrant flowers in summer, followed by attractive white berries. [10] (S*)

**Chamelalcum 'Lady Stephanie', 'GERALDTON WAXFLOWER'** - Airy, Australian native, evergreen shrub w/ bright green, needle-like leaves & branching clusters of 1/2 in., waxy, light rose pink flowers; commercial cutflower; needs good drainage. [20] (W*F*)

**Cuphea ignea 'Super Nova A', 'ANGEL'S TRUMPET'** - Large shrub/small tree w/ light green leaves & huge, pendant, night-time blooming trumpet-shaped, white flowers; largest flowered of the Brugmansias - to 10 in. across; spectacular! [32] (S*)

**Buddleia alternifolia**, "FOUNTAIN BUTTERFLY BUSH" - Deciduous small tree or large shrub w/ willow-like, arching branches covered in spring by small clusters of slightly fragrant, tiny, lilac-purple flowers; prune after bloom; butterfly favorable. [4] (B*S*)

**Buddleia asiatica**, "WHITE BUTTERFLY BUSH" - Large, deciduous shrub/small tree w/ feltly leaves & long branching spikes of tiny, white, freesia-scented flowers in winter; floral fragrance carries through the garden; prune after bloom; butterfly favorable. [7] (B*S*)

**Buddleia davidii 'Buzz Pink Purple', 'BUTTERFLY BUSH'** - Dwarf form of this popular shrub w/ leaves dark green above & white-felted below & dense, conical spikes of small, pink purple, fragrant flowers in summer; butterfly favorable. [20] (B*S*)

**Buddleia salvifolia**, "SOUTH AFRICAN SAGE WOOD" - Large shrub or small tree; "butterfly bush" w/ narrow, silver-felted leaves & conical spikes of small, orange-eyed, pale lilac, fragrant flowers in fall/winter; butterfly favorable! [9] (B*S*)

**Buddleia x weyeriana 'Bicolor', 'BUTTERFLY BUSH'** - Fast-growing shrub w/ feltly, lance-shaped leaves & conical clusters of tiny, fragrant flowers, a blend of lavender & butterscotch yellow, in summer/fall; prune after bloom; butterfly favorable. [6/4] (B*S*)

**Buddleia x weyeriana 'Sungold', 'BUTTERFLY BUSH'** - Fast-growing shrub w/ lance-shaped leaves & globular clusters of tiny, butter yellow, fragrant flowers in summer/fall; prune after bloom; butterfly favorable. [17/5] (B*S*)

**Caesalpinia gilliesii**, "BIRD-OF-PARADISE-BUSH" - Medium to large, heat-loving, water efficient shrub w/ open habit; ferny foliage & striking yellow flowers w/ conspicuous, bright red stamens produced in summer; hummingbird favorite. [4] (H*W*)

**Calliandra eriophylla**, "FAIRY DUSTER" - Truly drought tolerant Calif. native, medium shrub w/ lacy, dark gray green foliage; flowers are fluffy brushes of rosy-pink stamens in spring. [15] (H*B*W*C*)

**Callistemon 'Canes Hybrid', 'CANES BOTTLE BRUSH'** - Choice form of this favorite landscape shrub; forms an upright shrub w/ narrow, blue-green leaves & light pink, bottle-brush flowers in spring & summer; hummingbird favorite. [15] (H*W*)

**Cantuia 'Hot Pants', 'MAGIC-FLOWER-OF-THE-INCAS'** - Spectacular in flower, rangy when not; shrub w/ small, bright green leaves & thin, arching branches tipped in spring by 4-in., cerise red, tubular flowers flared at the tips; hummingbird favorite. [3] (H*)

**Carpenteria californica 'Elizabeth', 'BUSH ANEMONE'** - Among choicest of Calif. native shrubs w/ handsome, leathery, deep green leaves & large clusters of 2-in, glistening white, slightly fragrant flowers w/ conspicuous yellow stamens in summer. [30] (W*C*S*)

**Chrysoctania mexicana**, "DAMIANITA" - Compact, heat-loving shrub w/ small, dark green, aromatic leaves; covered w/ l-in, bright yellow daisy flowers especially in spring & fall; needs perfect drainage. [15] (B*W*)

**Chrysothamnus nauseosus ssp. speciosus**, "RABBITBRUSH" - Drought tolerant, tough, western native w/ narrow, gray green leaves & masses of fluffy, golden yellow, flower heads in late summer & fall; needs good drainage. [15] (B*W*C*)

**Cistus x bornetianus**, 'Jester', 'ROCKROSE' - Water efficient, 2-3-ft.
Cistus heterophyllus, "ROCKROSE" - Water efficient, upright shrub w/ 
dark green, fleshy leaves & 2.5-inch, poppy-like, bright pink flowers w/ 
crinkled petals & a central cluster of yellow stamens; needs good drainage. 
[7] (W*)

Cistus purpureus, "ORNCHID ROCKROSE" - Water efficient, 
mounding shrub w/ leaves dark green above, light below & 3-inch, poppy-like, 
flowers, the petals red-purple w/ a red spot; needs good drainage. 
[4] (W*)

Cnidoscolus aconitifolius, "CHAYA", "TREE SPINACH" - Curious Mex. 
shrub w/ thick branches, & long-stalked, lobed leaves that have long have 
been eaten cooked like spinach, & rounded heads of small, white, starry 
flowers; uncooked foliage is poisonous. [19/10] (B*)

Coleonema pulchrum, 'Danny's Gold Sport', "PINK BREATH-OF- 
HEAVEN" - South African shrub to 4 ft. tall & spreading to 5 ft., w/ 
aromatic, wispy, heather-like foliage & an abundance of dainty, pink, 
starry flowers in winter/spring. [15] (W*B*F*)

Cistus pulchellum 'Sunset Gold', "PINK BREATH-OF- 
HEAVEN" - South African shrub to 1.5 ft. tall & spreading to 4 ft., w/ 
aromatic, wispy, heather-like foliage & an abundance of dainty, pink, 
starry flowers in winter/spring. [3] (W*B*F*)

Correa pulchella 'Pink Flamingo', "AUSTRALIAN FUCHARSA" - 
Water efficient, compact shrub w/ shiny, dark green leaves & 
an abundance of 3/4 in., bell-shaped, salmon-pink flowers over long winter 
to spring season; needs good drainage. [25] (H*W*)

Cryptomeria japonica 'Daedryoides', "WHIPCORD 
CRYPTOMERIA" - Striking dwarf conifer w/ half-inch, blue-green, 
noodle-like leaves closely set on a long, pendulous, serpentine branches, 
creating a rope-like effect; foliage bronzy in winter; needs good drainage. 
[15]

Cuphea 'Starfire', "STARFIRE CUPHEA" - Heat-loving shrub w/ 4 ft. 
tall w/ deep green, bronze-tinged leaves; flowers are rosy-red tubes tipped 
by contrasting purple & white, starry petal lobes; flowers spring to fall. 
[8] (H*F*)

Duranta repens 'Sarasota', "SKYFLOWER" - Fast-growing, fountain-
shaped shrub w/ bright green, 3-4-in. leaves, strings of starry, dark blue 
flowers that smell of cake batter & showy, yellow fruits in summer; 
butfly favorite. [13] (B*)

Echinacea 'Pride-OF-MADEIRA' - Evergreen shrub w/ 
bold, bristly, gray green leaves & dramatic, thick spikes of blue-purple 
flowers with protruding purple stamens over long spring season; butterfly 
favorite. [24/4] (H*B*W*F*)

Ephedra nevadensis, "MORMON TEA" - Unusual & curious, drought 
Grevillea 'Constance', "HUMMINGBIRD BUSH" - Graceful, 
evergreen shrub w/ 1 in., deep green, leaves & unusual, orange-red, 
spiderly flowers, heaviest in spring, intermittant throughout the year; needs 
good drainage, no phosphorus fert. [15] (H*W*)

Grevillea rosmarinifolia 'Dwarf Pink', "ROSEMARY GREVILLEA" - 
Dense, evergreen, mounding shrub w/ bright green, needlelike leaves 
& clusters of unusual, rose-pink & cream, spidery flowers; needs good 
drainage & no phosphorus fertilizer. [15] (H*W*)

Guaicium coulteri, "GUAYACAN" - Choice, slow-growing, heat-loving 
shrub-tree from Mexico w/ light-colored bark, small, dark green, ferny 
leaves, clusters of intense blue-violet flowers & shiny red fruits; needs a 
hot, frost-free site. [5] (W*)

Halimocistus wint. 'Merrist Wood Cream', "ROCKROSE" - 
Evergreen, wide-spreading shrub w/ furry, gray green leaves & 2 in., 
poppy-like, soft yellow flowers, ea. petal w/ a red spot, covering the 
plant in spring & early summer; needs good drainage. [15] (W*W*)

Halimium halimifolium f. maculatum, "ROCKROSE" - Upright, 
evergreen shrub w/ small, gray-green leaves & in spring, bright 
yellow, 5-petaled, poppy-like flowers, each petal w/ a basal maroon spot; 
needs good drainage. [8] (W*)

Halimium lasianthum "Farrall", "ROCKROSE" - Low, evergreen, 
mounding shrub w/ small, gray-green, leathery leaves & in spring, 
golden yellow, 5-petaled, poppy-like flowers; needs good drainage. [15] (W*)

Haplopappus laricifolia 'Aguirre', "TURPENTINE BRUSH" - Lush 
selection of this rarely offered Calif. native evergreen shrub w/ tiny, 
narrow, dark green leaves & fluffy clusters of small, yellow daisy flowers 
in late summer/fall (=Ericameria) [15] (B*W*F*)

Helianthemum 'Anabel', "SUNROSE" - Evergreen shrublet 8-12 in. 
tall & 3 ft. wide, w/ narrow, dark gray green leaves & 1 in., double, pink 
flowers in spring/summer; cut back after flowering for fall bloom; needs 
good drainage. [32] (W*)

Helichrysum 'Rubra', "CHRISTMAS HEATHER" - Best heat 
for Inland Empire; tiny, deep green leaves & masses of tiny, red purple, 
turn-shaped flowers w/ black centers over long winter/spring season; good 
cuttflower fresh or dry; choice. [30] (W*F*)

Eriophyllum confertiflorum, "GOLDEN-YARROW" - Showy, Calif. 
native shrub w/ white-woolly, finely divided foliage & generous, yarrow-
like clusters of tiny golden-yellow daisy flowers over long winter/spring 
season; needs good drainage. [21] (B*W*C*)

Eriophyllum confertiflorum 'Lucia's Gold', "GOLDEN-YARROW" - 
Showy, Calif. native shrub w/ white-woolly, finely divided foliage & 
generous, yarrow-like clusters of tiny golden-yellow daisy flowers over 
long winter/spring season; needs good drainage. [3] (B*W*C*)

Euphorbia pulcherrima 'Eckspoint', "POINSETTIA" - In the garden, 
not a little holiday pot plant, but a spectacular, tall, deciduous shrub w/ 
masses of foot-wide, double-bracted, red flower heads over long winter 
season. [11] (H*B*)

Euryops speciosissimus, "CLANWILLIAM DAISY" - Rare, coarsely 
branched, evergreen shrub from S. Africa w/ ferny, gray-green leaves & 
single, yellow, long-stalked daisy flowers in spring/summer. [7/6] 
(B*)

Fallugia paradoxa, "APACHE-PLUME" - Drought tolerant, Calif. 
native shrub w/ tiny, deep green leaves & pretty, 1 1/2 in., white, rose-like 
flowers in spring & showy, plume-like seed clusters. [20] (W*C*)

Felicia echinata, "DUNE DAISY" - Water efficient, evergreen, 
mounding perennial w/ small, stiff, shiny leaves close-set along the 
upright stems & bright, lavender blue, daisy-like flower heads w/ bright 
yellow centers in spring. [32] (B*W*)

Forsythia hybrid (Pamela), "FORSYTHIA" - Cold climate classic, 
early spring blooming shrub, this selection adapted to our Inland climate; 
the bare, wand-like branches lined w/ dainty, yellow flowers & later, 
toothed leaves; good cutflower. [11] (F*)

Frankenia thymifolia, "SEA HEATH" - Rarely offered subshrub from 
Spain & N. Africa forming a 6 in. tall mat. 1-2 ft. wide, w/ tiny, semi-
succulent leaves close set on wiry stems & small, 5-petaled, rose pink 
flowers in summer. [32] (W*)

Gossypium hirsutum, "UPLAND COTTON" - Perennial shrub to 9 ft. 
w/2-in. yellow flowers; true cotton grown for the cotton bolls produced in 
late summer, either as a curiosity or for the useful fiber. [12]
Helianthemum 'Hartswood Ruby', "SUNROSE" - Evergreen shrublet 8-12 in. tall & 3 ft. wide, w/ narrow, dark gray green leaves & 1-in., red flowers in spring/summer; cut back after flowering for fall bloom; needs good drainage. [32] (W*)

Helianthemum 'Single Yellow', "SUNROSE" - Evergreen shrublet 8-12 in. tall & 3 ft. wide, w/ small, dark gray green leaves & 1-in., yellow flowers in spring/summer; cut back after flowering for fall bloom; needs good drainage. [32] (W*)

Hernania verticillata, "HONEYBELLS" - Spreading shrub w/ trailing stems, tiny, dissected, bright green leaves & small, yellow, honey-scented, bell-shaped flowers in winter/spring; good drainage, moderate water. [15] (S*)

Hymenoecia salolsa, "CHEEBUSH" - Drought tolerant, Calif. desert native shrub w/ slender, densely spaced, gray-green branches & sparse, gray, needlelike leaves that are pungently scented; interesting flowers & fruits on female plants. [7] (W*C*)

Hyptis emoryi 'Silver Lining', "DESERT-LAVENDER" - Hardier, more compact form of this Calif. desert native shrub w/ upright habit; white-felt, aromatic leaves & spikes of tiny violet flowers in late winter & spring. [20] (W*C*)

Justicia brandegeeanae, "SHRIMP PLANT" - Tender shrub for part or light shade in a protected spot; produces red-bracted, shrimp-shaped spikes of white tubular flowers over long spring to summer season. [26] (H*)

Justicia californica, "CHUPAROSA" - Drought tolerant desert shrub w/ gray-green, nearly leafless branches & clusters of tubular, bright red flowers over long spring/summer season. [15] (H*W*C*)

Lantana camara 'Dallas Red', "LANTANA" - Easy, heat-loving, mounding shrub w/ dark green, sandpapery leaves & rounded heads of starry flowers opening yellow & aging to orange then red; butterfly favorite. [20] (B+W*)

Lavandula 'Silver Frost', "SILVER FROST HYBRID LAVENDER" - Compact, water efficient shrub w/ silver, downy, aromatic leaves & long stalked, chunky spikes of tiny, fragrant, frosty violet blue flowers in summer; needs good drainage. [4] (B+W*F*S*)

Lavandula stoechas 'Madrid Blue', "SPANISH LAVENDER" - Compact selection of this drought tolerant, aromatic shrub w/ grey-green foliage & dense, chunky spikes of tiny, blue purple flowers topped by unusual, reddish brown flowers in late winter; much or little water. [20] (W*)

Myoporum parvifolium 'Fine Leaf', "DWARF MYOPORUM" - Compact, fine-textured form of this water efficient, fast-growing, shrubby groundcover; can spread to 5 ft. w/ grey green leaves & starry, white flowers in summer; believed rabbit proof! [21] (W*)

Myoporum 'Putah Creek', "PUTAH CREEK MYOPORUM" - Water efficient, very fast-growing, shrubby groundcover (can spread to 8 ft.) w/ bright green leaves close set along the stems & small white flowers in summer; apparently rabbit proof! [15] (W*)

Myrtus communis 'Compacta Variegata', "DWARF VARIEGATED MYRTLE" - Small-leaved form of this versatile, evergreen shrub w/ tiny, shiny, aromatic leaves, that are dark green w/ white edges, fragrant white flowers & blue berries. [17] (W*S*)

Nashia inaquensis, "MOUJEAN TEA" - Evergreen, Carribean shrub w/ tiny, dark green, textured leaves that sparkle in the sun, & small clusters of tiny, cream-colored flowers; leaves scented like Earl Grey & used as an herbal tea. [6] (B*)

Olea europaea 'Montra', "LITTLE OLIVE" - Dwarf, shrubby form of this classic, versatile, evergreen tree; 6-8 ft. tall & wide; w/ small, dark green leaves, light bark & no fruit set; needs good drainage. [15] (W*)

Oatea acuminata aztecorum, "MEXICAN WEEPING BAMBOO" - Hard-to-find, fountain-shaped, clumping bamboo w/ slender, arching culms & very narrow, 6-in. leaves lending the plant a lacy appearance; fairly water efficient once established. [10]

Ozothamnus dioxifolius 'Pink', "RICE FLOWER" - Uncommon Aust. contrasting pure white bracts in early summer. [32] (B*W*F*S*)

Lavandula stoechas 'White', "SPANISH LAVENDER" - Compact selection of this drought tolerant, aromatic shrub w/ grey-green foliage & dense, chunky spikes of tiny, white flowers topped by pure white bracts in early summer. [13] (B*W*F*S*)

Lavatera x clementii 'Lavender Lady', "TREE MALLOW" - Fast-growing, near evergreen shrub w/ matte green, feltly, maple-like leaves & 3-in., lavender, hollyhock-like flowers, these produced much of the year; attracts butterflies. [20] (B+W*)

Leucophyllum frutescens 'Compacta', "COMPACT TEXAS RANGE" - Compact form of this water efficient, heat loving, evergreen shrub; gray, soft-silky leaves & rosy-purple, snapdragon-shaped flowers in summer/fall; needs good drainage. [5] (H+W*)

Leucophyllum frutescens 'Green Cloud', "TEXAS RANGE" - Water efficient, heat loving, evergreen shrub w/ frosty-green, soft-silky leaves & deep rosy-purple, snapdragon-shaped flowers in summer/fall; needs good drainage. [15] (H*W*)

Leucophyllum 'Heavenly Cloud', "TEXAS RANGE" - Moderately fast growing, water efficient, heat loving shrub w/ bright green leaves & purple, snapdragon-shaped flowers in late summer/fall; needs good drainage; hybrid origin. [15] (H+W*)

Lippia cf. alba (Oscar Clarke), "JUANILAMA" - Medium to large, open shrub w/ quilted, sandpapery, toothed leaves that are lemon scented when bruised; twin clusters of tiny lavender-pink flowers in summer attract butterflies. [13] (B*)

Luma apiculata 'Gianleam Gold', "PALO COLORADO" - Choice, slow-growing shrub w/ cinnamon-colored bark, small, glossy, leathery leaves edged gold, fluffy clusters of white flowers that age pink & edible blue berries. [15/4] (W*)

Malvaviscus drummondii 'Big Momma', "TURSKCAP" - Large-flowered selection of this Texas/Florida native, medium-sized shrub w/ fresh green, maple-like leaves & bright red, erect, twisted flowers produced throughout warm weather; hummingbird favorite. [5] (H*)

Melianthus major, "HONEY BUSH" - Bold, South African shrub w/ gray green, foot-long, divided leaves w/ toothed leaflets & 1-foot clusters of unusual, reddish brown flowers in late winter; much or little water. [20] (W*)

shrub w/ narrow, half-inch, aromatic leaves & dense, terminal heads of small, rounded, dark pink buds that open to dark rose-pink, papery flowers; long-lasting cutflower. [20] (B+W*F*)

Ozothamnus lepidifolius, "KEROSENE BUSH" - Rounded Aust. shrub w/ small, bright green, aromatic leaves arranged closely along the stems & dense, terminal heads of tiny, reddish buds opening to white, everlasting flowers in spring & summer. [22.] (B+W*F*)

Pavonia missionis, "PAVONIA" - Fast-growing, open shrub w/ slender, wand-like branches & bristly, toothed leaves; plants dotted w/ satiny red, cup-shaped flowers over long spring-summer season. [19/3] (H*)

Pavonia praemorsa, "YELLOW MALLOW" - Evergreen, South African shrub w/ small, fan-shaped, ruffled leaves, the plant dotted w/ cup-shaped flowers that open yellow & age to rose red, these produced over long spring-summer season. [9]

Phymosia umbellata, "MEXICAN BUSH MALLOW" - Rare, evergreen, Mexican shrub w/ large, maple-like, fely leaves & clusters of 1.5 in., satiny, deep rose red flowers over long winter/spring season. [5] (H*)

Polygala x dalmasiana, "SWEET-PEA SHRUB" - Easy, fast-growing, open shrub w/ gray green, pointed leaves & bright rose-purple, orchid-like flowers produced from summer to fall. [20] (B+F*)

Polygala fruticosa 'Petite Butterfly', "SWEET-PEA SHRUB" - Compact form of this easy, fast-growing, open shrub w/ gray green, pointed leaves & bright rose-purple, orchid-like flowers produced from
Prostanthera cuneata, "ALPINE MINT BUSH" - Dense, evergreen, Aust. shrub w/ shiny, wedge-shaped, aromatic leaves & small, white, trumpet-shaped flowers in spring, each w/ a purple dot; needs good drainage. [20] (H*)

Prostanthera rotundifolia 'Variegata', "VARIEGATED MINT BUSH" - Fast-growing, evergreen, Aust. shrub w/ small, rounded, aromatic leaves edged cream & 1/2 in., bright purple, trumpet-shaped flowers in spring; needs good drainage. [3] (H*)

Rhibes roezlii v. cruentum 'Dixie Glade', "SIERRA GOOSEBERRY" - Small, Calif. native shrub w/ spiny branches, dark green, shiny leaves & a profusion of deep red & white, pendant, fuchsia-like flowers in summer/fall or at other times; hummingbird/butterfly favorite. [20] (H*B*W*C*)

Rhibes species, "FUCHSIA-FLOWERED GOOSEBERRY" - Handsome Calif. native shrub w/ spiny branches, dark green, shiny leaves & a profusion of deep crimson, drooping, fuchsia-like flowers over long winter/spring season; hummingbird favorite. [14] (H*B*W*C*)

Rosa minutifolia, "BAJA DESERT ROSE" - Choice Calif. & Baja Calif. native shrub to 3-4 ft. tall w/ indefinite spread; tiny, divided leaves on very thorny branches & 1 in., bright pink, 5-petaled flowers w/ central yellow stamens in winter & spring. [10] (W*C*)

Rosmarinus 'Collingwood Ingram', "ROSEMARY" - Semi-upright form of this popular, water-efficient shrub w/ deep green, aromatic foliage & bright deep blue flowers w/ violet veining over long season; aromatic leaves too piny for culinary use. [32] (B*W*F*)

Rosmarinus 'Mozart', "ROSEMARY" - Extra compact form of this popular, water-efficient shrub w/ deep green, aromatic, congested leaves & vivid blue flowers over long winter season; leaves used in cooking. [4] (B*W*)

Rosmarinus 'Tuscan Blue', "ROSEMARY" - Tall, upright form of this

Salvia x jamensis 'Peggy Wortz', "AUTUMN SAGE" - Water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves & abundant spikes of 1-in., delicate lavender pink, tubular flowers w/ contrasting, darker calyces; hummingbird favorite. [10] (H*W*)

Salvia x jamensis (Rose-red), "AUTUMN SAGE" - Fast-growing, Water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves & abundant spikes of deep rose red-colored, 1-in. flowers over a long, spring to fall season; hummingbird favorite. [13] (H*W*)

Salvia x jamensis (Salmon-pink), "AUTUMN SAGE" - Water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves, abundant spikes of 2-lipped, salmon-pink, 1-in. flowers w/ purplish throats; hummingbird favorite. [3] (H*W*)

Salvia murrinii, "MUIR SAGE" - Choice miniature shrub w/ tiny, matte-green, aromatic leaves, the plant dotted in summer & fall w/ small, bright blue flowers each w/ a white spot. [32] (B*W*)

Salvia purpurea, "LILAC SALVIA" - Fast-growing, evergreen shrub w/ heart-shaped leaves & abundant, branching spikes of velvety, tubular, lavender-purple flowers over long fall/winter season (hummingbird favorite). [16] (H*)

Salvia rosea (S. iodanthe), "MEXICAN FUCHSIA SAGE" - Fast-growing, evergreen shrub w/ heart-shaped leaves & spikes of velvety, magenta, tubular flowers over long fall/winter season; hummingbird favorite & great cutflower. [21/19/4] (H*F*)

Salvia 'Trident', "TRIDENT SAGE" - A 3-way cross of Calif. natives; water efficient, medium-sized, evergreen shrub w/ aromatic, gray-green leaves & chunky spikes of violet blue, tubular flowers; needs good drainage. [25] (H*W*F*)

Salvia canariensis, "CANARY IS. SALVIA" - Tall, bold-foliaged salvias

Salvia clevelandii 'Deer Spring Silver', "CLEVELAND SAGE" - Open & airy growing selection of this popular Calif. native, evergreen shrub w/ aromatic, gray green leaves & shish-kabob spikes of lavender blue, tubular flowers; butterfly & hummingbird favorite. [20] (H*B*W*C*)

Salvia dolomitica, "DOLOMITE SAGE" - Mounding, evergreen S. African shrub w/ silvery-gray leaves & compact, lemon-scented spikes of 1-in., lilac-colored, two-lipped flowers w/ bronzey calyces over long winter/spring season. [5] (H*F*)

Salvia flacculosa 'Curtis Blue', "CURTIS BLUE SALVIA" - Low, evergreen shrub w/ 1-2 in., aromatic, dull green leaves & spikes of many tiny, deep purple, two-lipped flowers w/ two conspicuous white marks on the lower lip, these produced fall to spring. [20/7]

Salvia 'Indigo Spires', "INDIGO SPIRES SAGE" - Fast-growing, soft shrub w/ rich green leaves & tall, slender, violet-spires of tiny, violet-blue flowers from early summer to frost. [15] (H*F*)

Salvia x jamensis (Assorted colors), "AUTUMN SAGE" - Water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves, abundant spikes of 1-in., tubular flowers, often w/ contrasting, darker calyx, these produced over a long spring to fall season; hummingbird favorite. [30] (H*W*)

Salvia x jamensis (Cream), "AUTUMN SAGE" - Water-efficient shrub w/ tiny, aromatic leaves, abundant spikes of cream-colored, 1-in. flowers & contrasting, calyces & flower stems; hummingbird favorite. [6] (H*W*)

Santolina chamaecyparissus 'Nana', "DWARF LAVENDER COTTON" - Drought tolerant, Mediterranean native shrublet forming a 1 ft. tall, 2-3 ft. wide mound of fine, aromatic, silver foliage & yellow, button-like flower heads in summer; needs good drainage. [32] (B*W*)

Senna (Cassia) didymobotrya, "POP CORN CASSIA" - Evergreen shrub w/ handsome, divided leaves & candelabra-like spikes of black buds opening to large, yellow flowers in winter/spring; new growth & flower buds popcorn scented - especially fragrant form. [20/10] (B*C*)

Senna (Cassia) nemophila, "DESSERT CASSIA" - Water efficient, evergreen shrub from Aust. w/ feathery, green foliage & in clusters of yellow, 5-petalled flowers over long winter/spring season. [15/4] (B*W*)

Spiraea douglasii, "WESTERN SPIRAEA" - Calif. native, deciduous shrub w/ narrow, dark green leaves that are white wooly below, & fluffy, conical clusters of purple pink flowers at branch tips in summer; butterfly favorite. [12] (B*C*)

Teucrium fruticans 'Compacta', "COMPACT BUSH GERMANDER" - Dense, compact form of this water-efficient shrub w/ stiff, silvery branches, gray-green leaves that are silvery below & spikes of 3/4 in., deep lavender blue flowers much of year; needs good drainage. [15] (W*)

Thymus 'Rose Williams', "ROSE WILLIAMS THYME" - Low, evergreen shrublet w/ tiny, gray green, wonderfully aromatic leaves & covered in clusters of lavender pink flowers in spring; needs good drainage. [15] (W*)

Ugni molinae 'Flamebeau', "CHILEAN GUAVA" - Slow-growing, dense shrub w/ small, bronzy dark green leaves variegated cream & pink, white, bell-shaped flowers & small, purplish, edible fruits that smell like baked apples. [15]

Viburnum tinus 'Spirit', "COMPACT LAURUSTINUS" - Dwarf form of this versatile Mediterranean shrub w/ dark green, leathery leaves on
maroon stems, tight clusters of pink buds opening white from fall to spring, & metallic blue berries in summer. [13] (B*W*S*)

**VINES**

*Ampelopsis brevipedunculata, "PORCELAIN BERRY"* - Choice, deciduous vine w/ dark green, maplike leaves & clusters of striking, metallic blue berries in late summer/fall; birds love the berries! [5]

*Asparagus falcatus, "SICKLE-THORN ASPARAGUS"* - Unusual & handsome vine w/ wiry stems & hooked thorns that aid in climbing; tufts of 3-in., narrow, rich green "leaves" & loose clusters of tiny, fragrant, white flowers. [14] (S*)

*Beaumontia grandiflora 'Drysdale', "EASTER LILY VINE"* - Truly spectacular, large vine w/ thick stems, 6-9-in., shiny, dark green leaves & large clusters of 5-in., lily-like, fragrant flowers over long spring/summer season; good near pools; for protected location. [6] (S*)

*Calystegia macrostegia 'Candy Cane', "ISLAND MORNING-GLORY"* - Fast-growing, twining vine native to Channel Islands w/ shiny green, arrow-shaped leaves & 3-in. pink & white, funnel-shaped flowers over long spring/summer season. [3] (C*S*)

*Clematis lasiantha, "PIPESTEMS"* - Choice, Calif. native vine with dainty foliage & billowy masses of fragrant, creamy-white flowers in early spring; shade root zone, top w/ some sun. [15] (C*S*)

*Passiflora 'Witchcraft' tm, "WITCHCRAFT PASSIONVINE"* - Tame-growing, twining vine w/ slender stems lined w/ dark green, lobed leaves & distinctive, 3-in., violet flowers w/ vivid blue-purple filaments in summer/fall. [10] (H*B*)

*Solanum laxum (S. jasminoides), "POTATO VINE"* - Fast-growing, twining vine w/ small, purple-tinted leaves & dainty clusters of inch-wide, white flowers w/ yellow anthers produced much of the year. [10/8]

*Vitis girdiana, "SOUTHERN CALIF. GRAPE"* - Calif. native, woody vine, climbing by tendrils; picturesque in & out of leaf w/ shredding bark & slightly lobed leaves, velvety below; small, edible grapes attract wildlife. [15] (W*)

**HERBACEOUS PLANTS (PERENNIALS)**

*Achillea filipendula 'Coronation Gold', "FERNLEAF YARROW"* - Tough, water-efficient perennial forming a dark green mat of ferny leaves & long-stemmed, 6-in, flat topped clusters of bright yellow flower heads; good cutflower fresh or dried; butterfly favorite. [20] (B*W*F*)

*Achillea millefolium, "COMMON YARROW"* - Tough, water-efficient perennial w/ flat-topped clusters of long-lasting, white flowers above a dark green, ferny, aromatic foliage mass; butterfly favorite. [32] (B*W*F*)

*Achillea millefolium 'Mesa Blanca', "COMMON YARROW"* - Tough, water-efficient perennial w/ flat-topped clusters of long-lasting, white flowers above a light green, ferny, aromatic foliage mass; butterfly favorite. [32] (B*W*F*)

*Achillea millefolium 'Pomegranate', "COMMON YARROW"* - Tough, water-efficient perennial w/ flat-topped clusters of long-lasting, deep red flowers above low, mid-green, aromatic foliage mass; good cutflower. [20] (B*W*F*)

*Achillea 'Pink Grapefruit', "COMMON YARROW"* - Tough, water-efficient perennial w/ flat-topped clusters of long-lasting, pink flowers above a dark green, ferny, aromatic foliage mass; butterfly favorite. [25] (B*W*F*)

*Achillea 'Salmon Beauty', "COMMON YARROW"* - Tough, water-efficient perennial w/ flat-topped clusters of long-lasting, salmon-pink flower heads above low, mid-green, aromatic foliage mass; good cutflower. [22] (B*W*F*)

*Achillea 'Summerwine', "COMMON YARROW"* - Tough, water-efficient perennial w/ flat-topped clusters of long-lasting, deep burgundy red flower heads above low, mid-green, aromatic foliage mass; good cutflower. [4] (B*W*F*)

*Achillea 'Sunbeam', "COMMON YARROW"* - Tough, water-efficient perennial w/ flat-topped clusters of long-lasting, bright yellow flower heads above low, ferny, aromatic foliage mass; good cutflower. [5] (B*W*F*)

*Achillea 'Terracotta', "COMMON YARROW"* - Tough, water-efficient perennial w/ flat-topped clusters of long-lasting, multi-colored, peach to rich burnt orange flower heads above low, ferny, aromatic foliage mass; good cutflower. [8] (B*W*F*)

*Achillea 'Wesersandstein', "COMMON YARROW"* - Tough, water-efficient perennial w/ flat-topped clusters of long-lasting, dark rose red to salmon red flowers above a dark green, ferny, aromatic foliage mass. [32] (B*W*F*)

*Agapanthus orientalis 'Albus', "LILY-OF-THE-NILE"* - Full-sized, popular & useful landscape favorite w/ strap-shaped leaves & long-stalked, 8 in., ball-like clusters of pristine white flowers over long summer season. [6] (H*B*W*F*)

*Agapanthus orientalis 'Tinker Bell', "LILY-OF-THE-NILE"* - Dwarf, variegated selection of this landscape favorite w/ strap-shaped leaves handsomely margined creamy white & long-stalked, ball-like clusters of blue flowers in summer. [13] (H*B*W*F*)

*Agastache hybrid (JOG), "AGASTACHE"* - Salvia-like perennial w/ a compact basal clump of gray green, aromatic leaves & slender stemmed spikes of tiny, mauve pink flowers in summer/fall. [7] (B*)

*Ageratum corymbosum, "BUTTERFLY MIST""* - Southwest U.S. mounding perennial to 1 ft. high & 3 ft. wide w/ dark green, fuzzy leaves & dome-shaped clusters of fluffy, ageratum-like, blue-purple flower heads during warm weather; butterfly favorite. [6] (B*)

*Albuca crinifolia, "ALBUCA"* - Evergreen perennial w/ green, above-ground bulb, long, strap-shaped leaves & tall, upright spikes of white flowers w/ a green stripe on each petal. [17] (W*)

*Allium tricetrum, "THREE-CORNERED LEEK"* - Pretty perennial
from a bulb w/ narrow, onion-scented leaves & angled stems topped by a cluster of small, nodding, white flowers in spring; dainty looking but multiplies rapidly by seeds & bulbs. [20] (B*W*)

**Alstroemeria (Christianson)**, "PERUVIAN LILY" - Easy, summer dormant, long-blooming perennial w/ leafy, long-stemmed clusters of lily-like flowers in salmon orange w/ darker markings; tall stems excellent cutflower. [11] (H*W*F*)

**Alstroemeria 'Salmon', PERUVIAN LILY** - Easy, summer dormant, long-blooming perennial w/ leafy, long-stemmed clusters of lily-like flowers in salmon orange w/ darker markings; tall stems excellent cutflower. [15] (H*W*F*)

**Alstroemeria 'Tall Pink', PERUVIAN LILY** - Easy, summer dormant, long-blooming perennial w/ leafy, long-stemmed clusters of lily-like, lavender pink flowers w/ darker markings; tall stems excellent cutflower. [15] (H*W*F*)

**Amarcrinum memoria-corsii**, "AMARCRINUM" - Lavender pink flowers w/ darker markings; tall stems excellent cutflower. [32] (B*W*C*F*)

**Amaranthus tuberosus**, "BLOODFLOWER" - Fast-growing, evergreen perennial w/ leafy, long-stemmed clusters of dark pink flowers spring to summer; best kept dry in summer. [25] (H*W*F*)

**Asclepias curassavica** 'Silky Gold', "BLOODFLOWER" - Rarely offered desert native, shrubby perennial w/ slender, narrow, gray-green, toothed leaves & covered w/ 4-petaled, deep rose red flowers in spring; needs regular water & good drainage. [13] (B*)

**Asclepias subulata**, "RUSH MILKWEED" - Rarely offered desert native, shrubby perennial w/ slender, narrow, gray-green, toothed leaves & covered w/ 4-petaled, deep rose red flowers in spring; needs regular water & good drainage. [10/6] (B*W*C*)

**Aster 'Nana Hrn', MICHAELMAS DAISY** - Old-fashioned favorite herbaceous perennial w/ narrow, dark green leaves & huge, branching clusters of blue-purple, daisy flowers in fall/winter; spreads vigorously. [7] (B*F*)

**Aubrieta 'Red Cascade', ROCKCRESS** - Mat forming perennial to 6 in. tall, 1-1.5 ft. across w/ small, gray green, toothed leaves & covered w/ 4-petaled, deep rose red flowers in spring; needs regular water & good drainage. [13] (B*)

**Babiana 'Blue Gem', BABOON FLOWER** - Pretty, summer-dormant freesia relative w/ tightly pleated, fuzzy, strap-shaped leaves & pretty, dark-blue-purple, funnel-shaped flowers in spring; best kept dry in summer. [25] (H*W*F*)

**Babiana 'Night Vision', BABOON FLOWER** - Pretty, summer-dormant freesia relative w/ tightly pleated, fuzzy, strap-shaped leaves & creamy yellow, funnel-shaped flowers w/ a spicy, violet scent, in spring; best kept dry in summer. [20] (H*W*F*)

**Begonia 'Hildegard's Richmendens', BEGONIA** - Easy, shrubby begonia w/ succulent stems, shiny, bronze, ruined leaves & clusters of rosy pink flowers w/ yellow centers over much of year; flowers edible. [12]

**Berlandiera lyrata**, "CHOCOLATE DAISY" - Texas native perennial to 3 ft. tall w/ light yellow daisy flowerheads w/ reddish-brown centers; flowers deliciously chocolate scented. [20/9] (B*W*S*)

**Bouteloua gracilis**, "BLUE GRAMMA GRASS" - Small, Calif. native, clumping grass w/ slender, light gray-green leaves & distinctive, long stalked, comb-like flower heads that emerge silvery, turn purpure. [12] (W*C*F*)

**Anigozanthos 'Bush Diamond', KANGAROO PAWS** - Intermediate form of this water efficient, Aust. perennial w/ deep green, sword-shaped leaves & long-lasting spikes of velvety white buds opening to green flowers; good drainage; hummingbird favorite. [15] (H*W*F*)

**Aquilegia eximia**, "WESTERN COLUMBINE" - Calif. native perennial w/ handsome, divided leaves w/ rounded leaflets & tall, branching sprays of nodding, red & yellow flowers in typical columbine shape; adored by hummingbirds; seeds freely. [25/9] (H*C*F*)

**Aquilegia 'Winky Blue and White', COLUMBINE** - Perennial w/ handsome, airy, divided leaves w/ rounded leaflets & tall, branching sprays of nodding, vivid blue & white, spurred flowers adored by hummingbirds. [32] (H*F*)

**Armeria 'Bright Rose', SEA PINK** - Water efficient perennial forming a tight, spreading mat of narrow leaves & long-stalked clusters of bright rose pink flowers spring to summer; butterfly favorite. [32] (B*W*C*F*)
Chrysanthemum maximum 'Esther Reed', "DOUBLE SHASTA DAISY" - Double-flowered form of this easy perennial with a deep green foliage mat & 2-3 in., frilly, white daisy flowers w/ many slender petals in California native, spreading perennial w/ ferny, white & gray-green, woolly foliage & golden-yellow daisy flowers over long spring/summer season; needs good drainage. [16] (F*)

Cymbopogon citratus, "LEMON GRASS" - Long-time Riverside resident forming clumps of handsome, sea-green leaves that are deliciously lemon scented; popular in southeast Asian cooking & herb teas (culinary, aromatic, ornamental). [12]

Chamaecyparis lawsoniana, "DWARF HEDGEBROOM" - Dwarf variety of this evergreen conifer, useful as a specimen, hedge or in the landscape, forming a dense, pyramidal to conical shape; needs good drainage & protection from wind. [30] (H*W*G*)

Cordyline fruticans 'Color Compact', "RED LEAF LILY" - Unique palm relative w/ red, glossy, spiky, evergreen leaves; ideal for landscaping w/ other red foliage plants; can be pruned; needs full sun & well-drained soil. [13] (W*)

Cotula (Oscar Clarke), "BRASS BUTTONS" - Spreading perennial w/ silky stems, soft, gray green, feathery leaves & long stalked, yellow, button-like flower heads over a long summer season. [21/2] (B*)

Cyclamen gracilem, "GREEK CYCLAMEN" - Greece & Turkey native w/ a compact cluster of handsomely patterned, heart shaped leaves & fragrant, typical cyclamen flowers in light pink produced in fall; can be dry in its summer dormancy. [25] (W*S*)

Corydalis flavida, "JAPANESE PAPYRUS" - Chinese native, spreading perennial w/ showy, blue-purple blossoms appearing early to late summer; effective ground cover w/ interesting, ferny foliage. [13] (F*)

Dahlia imperialis, "TREE DAHLIA" - Dramatic, herbaceous perennial to 10+ ft. in bloom w/ thick, bamboo-like stems topped by huge, branching sprays of 4-in., lavender flowers in fall; protect from wind. [23] (H*F*)

Dalea capitata 'Sierra Gold', "SIERRA GOLD DALEA" - Water efficient, groundcover w/ aromatic, ferny foliage & dainty spike-like clusters of yellow, pea-shaped flowers in spring & fall; lemon-scented foliage is rabbit resistant. [14] (B*W*)

Dianthus 'Brilliant', "PINK" - Evergreen perennial forming a low, spreading mat of narrow, gray green leaves & an abundance of fragrant, deep red pink flowers ca. w/ a dark red central ring in spring; needs good drainage. [32] (B*)

Dianthus 'Shooting Star', "PINK" - Evergreen perennial forming a tight mat of narrow, silvery leaves & an abundance of fragrant, semi-double, magenta-pink flowers w/ darker centers in spring; needs good drainage. [32] (B*)

Dodecatheon clevelandii, "PADRE'S SHOOTING STAR" - Calif. native perennial forming a rosette of rounded leaves & long-stemmed clusters of clammy-like, nodding, lavender pink flowers in sprin; keep dry in summer. [32] (W*C*)

Dymondia margaretae, "SILVER CARPET" - Tight, spreading mat to 2-3 in. tall w/ gray-green leaves that are white felted below & small, yellow, gazania-like flowers in summer; good between pavers & can take some foot traffic. [3] (B*W*)

Echium wildpretii, "TOWER OF JEWELS" - Spectacular biennial, first year forming a rosette of bristly leaves; second year it becomes a 6-10 ft. tall, 1 ft. wide cone w/ thousands of rose red flowers w/ protruding stamens, before setting seed & dying. [51] (H*B*W*)

Eragrostis spectabilis, "PURPLE LOVE GRASS" - Water efficient grass forming graceful, 1.5-ft. clumps of light green, slender leaves that turn reddish purple in fall & airy plumes of misty, purple flowers in late summer. [20] (W*)

Eschscholzia californica var. maritima, "CALIFORNIA POPPY" - Iconic Calif. native perennial, a reliably perennial type, forming a compact mound of blue-green, feathery foliage & satiny, 4-petaled, yellow flowers w/ orange centers. [32] (W*C*F*)

Eschscholzia californica, "AFRICAN FLAG" - Vigorous, summer dormant, gladiolus relative w/ tall fans of sword-shaped, bright green leaves & branching spikes of 2-in., orange, flared-tubular flowers in late winter; hummingbird favorite. [7] (H*W*F*)

Chondropetalum elephantinum, "LARGE CAPE RUSH" - Rare, South African, rush-like plant forming handsome clumps of pencil-thick, wand-like, jointed stems w/ distinctive, papery bracts; for garden or waterside planting; nice in floral arrangements. [16] (F*)

Chrysanthemum maximum 'Esther Reed', "DOUBLE SHASTA DAISY" - Double-flowered form of this easy perennial with a deep green foliage mat & 2-3 in., frilly, white daisy flowers w/ many slender petals in California native, spreading perennial w/ ferny, white & gray-green, woolly foliage & golden-yellow daisy flowers over long spring/summer season; needs good drainage. [16] (F*)

Chrysanthemum 'Bonica', "PINK" - Evergreen perennial forming a low, spreading mat of narrow, gray green leaves & an abundance of fragrant, deep red pink flowers ca. w/ a dark red central ring in spring; needs good drainage. [32] (B*)

Dianthus 'Brilliant', "PINK" - Evergreen perennial forming a tight mat of narrow, silvery leaves & an abundance of fragrant, semi-double, magenta-pink flowers w/ darker centers in spring; needs good drainage. [32] (B*)

Dodecatheon clevelandii, "PADRE'S SHOOTING STAR" - Calif. native perennial forming a rosette of rounded leaves & long-stemmed clusters of clammy-like, nodding, lavender pink flowers in spring; keep dry in summer. [32] (W*C*)

Dymondia margaretae, "SILVER CARPET" - Tight, spreading mat to 2-3 in. tall w/ gray-green leaves that are white felted below & small, yellow, gazania-like flowers in summer; good between pavers & can take some foot traffic. [3] (B*W*)

Echium wildpretii, "TOWER OF JEWELS" - Spectacular biennial, first year forming a rosette of bristly leaves; second year it becomes a 6-10 ft. tall, 1 ft. wide cone w/ thousands of rose red flowers w/ protruding stamens, before setting seed & dying. [51] (H*B*W*)

Eragrostis spectabilis, "PURPLE LOVE GRASS" - Water efficient grass forming graceful, 1.5-ft. clumps of light green, slender leaves that turn reddish purple in fall & airy plumes of misty, purple flowers in late summer. [20] (W*)

Eschscholzia californica var. maritima, "CALIFORNIA POPPY" - Iconic Calif. native perennial, a reliably perennial type, forming a compact mound of blue-green, feathery foliage & satiny, 4-petaled, yellow flowers w/ orange centers. [32] (W*C*F*)

summer; good cutflower. [5] (B*F*)

Cotula (Oscar Clarke), "BRASS BUTTONS" - Spreading perennial w/ silky stems, soft, gray green, feathery leaves & long stalked, yellow, button-like flower heads over a long summer season. [21/2] (B*)

Cyclamen gracilem, "GREEK CYCLAMEN" - Greece & Turkey native w/ a compact cluster of handsomely patterned, heart shaped leaves & fragrant, typical cyclamen flowers in light pink produced in fall; can be dry in its summer dormancy. [25] (W*S*)

Euphorbia amygdaloides 'Purpurea', "WOOD SPURGE" - Striking poinsetta relative w/ purple-tinted leaves arranged foxtail-fashion on thick stems; stems topped w/ chartreuse, dome-shaped flower clusters in spring; tolerates tree root competition. [32] (W*)

Euphorbia rigida (biglandulosa), "BLUE EUPHORBIA" - Striking poinsetta relative w/ waxy, gray-green leaves arranged foxtail-fashion on thick stems; stems topped w/ chartreuse, dome-shaped flower clusters in winter. [6] (W*)

Euphorbia 'Tiny Tim', "CUSHION SPURGE" - Dome-shaped perennial w/ narrow, waxy, gray green leaves arranged foxtail fashion on the stems & long-lasting clusters of chartreuse flower heads w/ bright red centers in spring. [32] (W*)

Euphorbia polyphylla 'Madonna', "MAIDEN'S WREATH" - Uncommon perennial from Chile w/ bold, light green, basal foliage mound & 2 ft. spikes of dainty, light lavender flowers in summer; good for cutting. [9] (F*)

Gaillardia aristata 'Lemon Ball', "BLANKET FLOWER" - Old fashioned favorite perennial w/; bristly leaves & long stalked, yellow, daisy-like flower heads produced over a long spring to fall season; butterfly favorite. [11] (B*W*F*)

Gaura 'Passionate Rainbow Petite', "PINK WANDFLOWER" - Compact, variegated form w/ red, broom-like stems, green, red & white colored foliage & wand-like flower spikes bearing many dainty, 1-in., pink, butterfly-like flowers in summer. [15] (W*F*)

Gazania rigens, "TRAILING GAZANIA" - Adaptable, trailing perennial forming a low, 2-3-ft. wide mound w/ narrow, fuzzy, gray leaves & 3-in., bright yellow daisy flowers w/ yellow centers over long spring/summer season. [9] (B*W*)

Geranium x antipodeum 'Chocolate Candy', "CRANESBILL" - Low, mounding perennial w/ handsome, rounded, lobed leaves in a rich purple brown & dainty, light pink flowers w/ lighter centers over long spring to summer season. [14]

Gladiolus huttonii, "GLADIOLUS" - Perennial from a corm, w/ erect clumps of narrow, dark green leaves & spikes of orange to red, trumpet-shaped flowers in late winter/early spring; keep dry in summer (= Homoglossum huttonii). [25] (H*W*F*S*)

Gladiolus 'Lemon Moon', "GLADIOLUS" - Perennial from a corm, w/ narrow, ridged leaves & spikes of lemon yellow, broadly trumpet-shaped flowers in spring; can be dry in summer; hybridized by the late Dara Emerly of Santa Barbara B.G. [25] (H*W*F*S*)

Glaucium flavum, "SEA POPPY" - Mediterranean native, short-lived perennial w/ a basal rosette of silvery leaves & spikes of 2-in, 4-petaled, satiny yellow flowers over long summer season; needs good drainage. [25] (W*)

Globularia cordifolia, "GLOBE DAISY" - Uncommon, mat forming perennial from Medit. mtns. w/ creeping stems, leathery, dark green leaves & long-stalked, bulb-shaped heads of tiny, lavender blue flowers in summer ...
**Grindelia stricta**, "OREGON GUMWEED" - Calif. native, sub-shrubby perennial forming a spreading mound of coarse, somewhat succulent leaves & long-stemmed, lily-like, pink flowers in summer; a period of drought then irrigation after the first bloom may bring another flowering. [3] (H*)

**Helichrysum basalticum, "STRAWFLOWER"** - Compact, shrubby perennial from South Africa w/ small, silvery leaves packed closely along the stems & clusters of yellow, button-like flower heads at the branch tips in summer; needs good drainage. [20] (B*W*F*)

**Helipterum anthemoides, "CAMOMILE SUNRAY"** - Mounding, Austral. perennial w/ aromatic, gray-green foliage & papery, white daisies opening from red buds in winter/spring; good drainage (= Rhodanthia anthemoides). [10] (B*)

**Heterotheca jonesii, "JONES' GOLDENASTER"** - Rare perennial from Utah forming a low cushion of tiny, gray leaves; dotted w/ small, yellow daisy-like flower heads in summer; needs good drainage. [20] (W*)

**Heuchera 'Canyon Duet', "CORAL BELLS"** - Dwarf perennial forming tight clumps of rounded, lobed, deep green leaves & abundant, airy spikes of tiny, glittering, dark rose & white flowers over long spring/summer season; Calif. native hybrid. [32] (H*C*F*)

**Heuchera hirsutissima 'Santa Rosa', "CORAL BELLS"** - Calif. native, dwarf perennial forming tight clumps of rounded, lobed, deep green leaves & abundant, airy spikes of tiny, light pink flowers over long spring/summer season; hummingbird favorite. [20] (H*W*C*)

**Imperata cylindrica 'Rubra', "JAPANESE BLOODGRASS"** - Winter dormant grass from Japan forming spectacular, clumps of slender, upright leaves that emerge red-tipped & become increasingly red in summer & into fall; rarely blooms. [20]

**Lobelia laxiflora, "MEXICAN BUSH LOBELIA"** - Water efficient, spreading perennial w/ 2 ft. stems from an underground, creeping stem; narrow leaves & open spikes of tubular, orange-red flowers born over long summer season. [15] (H*B*W*F*)

**Mimulus 'Jelly Bean White', 'HYBRID MONKEYFLOWER"** - Calif. native hybrid, water efficient, shrubby perennial w/ shiny, narrow leaves & trumpet-shaped flowers opening pale buff & changing to white, born spring to fall; hummingbird favorite. [15] (H*B*W*C*)

**Methyleastrum latifolium, "PEACH BELLS"** - Perennial from a bulb w/ strap-shaped, foliage & long-stemmed, lily-like, pink flowers in summer; a period of drought then irrigation after the first bloom may bring another flowering. [3] (H*)

**Muhlenbergia capillaris, 'Regal Mist', "LUCKY CLOVER"** - Clumping perennial w/ waxy, gray-green foliage & papery, white daisies opening from red buds in winter /spring; good drainage (=: Aust. perennial w/ aromatic, gray-green foliage & papery, white daisies opening from red buds in winter/spring; good drainage (= Rhodanthia anthemoides). [10] (B*)

**Muhlenbergia dubia, "BAMBOO MUHLEY"** - Tough, graceful Arizona native grass w/ slender, bamboo-like stems & tiny leaf blades.

**Penstemon parryi, "PARRY'S PENSTEMON"** - Pretty Arizona & Mex. native perennial w/ waxy, gray-green foliage & tall spikes of rich rose magenta, tubular flowers in spring; needs good drainage; hummingbird favorite. [15] (B*W*F*)

**Penstemon strictus, "ROCKY MTN. PENSTEMON"** - Mounding leaves & long-stalked, burr-like, lacquered buds opening to yellow, daisy-like flower heads in summer. [23] (B*C*F*)

**Pelargonium equestris, 'DEERGRASS"** - Tough & dramatic, Calif. native grass w/ graceful, gray-green leaves forming dense clumps & whiplike, silvery flower stalks in summer; remains green even w/out summer water. [15] (W*C*)

**Pelargonium 'Jones', 'DEERGRASS"** - Tough & dramatic, Calif. native grass w/ graceful, gray-green leaves forming dense clumps & whiplike, silvery flower stalks in summer; remains green even w/out summer water. [15] (W*C*)

**Pennisetum 'Fairy Tails', "EVERGREEN FOUNTAIN GRASS"** - Water efficient, easy, shrubby, old fashioned perennial, this one a vigorous plant w/ rounded, fuzzy, bright green leaves & clusters of pristine, white flowers over long season. [17/7] (H*B*W*)

**Penstemon centranthifolius, "SCARLET BUGLER"** - Calif. native perennial w/ waxy, gray-green foliage & tall, long lasting spikes of tubular, scarlet flowers in spring; needs good drainage & little summer water; hummingbird favorite. [7] (H*W*C*F*)

**Pennisetum 'Irvine', "EVERGREEN FOUNTAIN GRASS"** - Water efficient perennial forming handsome clumps of arching, blue-green leaves & upright, long-stemmed, dark wheat-colored flower plumes in summer. [13] (W*F*)

**Pelargonium superbus, "CORAL PENSTEMON"** - Bold, Arizona native perennial w/ waxy, gray foliage & 3-4 ft. tall spikes of glowing coral red,
tubular flowers in spring; hummingbird favorite; needs perfect drainage & moderate watering. [15] (H*W*F*)

**Phormium 'Bronze Baby', "NEW ZEALAND FLAX"** - Medium-sized selection of this popular accent plant; a 4-6-ft. tall clump of broad, strap-shaped leaves that are a deep, reddish brown; landscape or container. [6] (W*)

**Plectranthus neochilus, "LOBSTER FLOWER"** - Mat-forming, evergreen perennial w/ succulent, fuzzy, strongly aromatic leaves & long-stalked, bracted clusters of tiny, deep blue & purple flowers on & off from spring to fall; landscape or containers. [15]

**Potentilla glandulosa, "STICKY CINQUEFOIL"** - Calif. native perennial to 2 ft. tall in bloom; low rosettes of hairy, divided leaves, reddish stems & branching spikes of small, creamy yellow flowers in spring; flowers last longer in part shade. [24] (C*)

**Reinwardtia indica, "YELLOW FLAX"** - Spectacular shrubby perennial w/ bright green leaves & 2-in., bright yellow, satiny, cup-shaped flowers over long winter season. [13]

**Rhodophiala bifida, "OXBLOOD LILY"** - Uncommon, amaryllis relative w/ narrow strap-shaped leaves in winter & foot-tall stalks topped w/ 3-in, dark red, lily-like flowers in late summer. [20] (H*W*)

**Romneya coulteri, "MATILJIA POPPY"** - Spectacular, Calif. native to 8 ft. tall w/ grey-green leaves & huge, fragrant flowers w/ crepe paper-like petals & a ball of golden stamens; good in arrangements; transplant carefully. [30] (W*C*F*S*)

**Ruellia brittoniana (compact pink), "RUPELLIA"** - Three-foot, compact variety of this heat-loving perennial w/ dark green, narrow leaves & pretty, 1 in., pink trumpet-shaped flowers w/ dark pink throats throughout warm weather. [5] (H*)

**Ruellia equisetiformis 'Aurea', "CORAL FOUNTAIN"** - Rare yellow form of this unusual penstemon relative w/ horsetail-like, arching, stems & tubular, soft yellow flowers over a long season; hummingbird favorite; good in containers. [17] (H*F*)

**Ruellia equisetiformis 'Flamingo Park', "CORAL FOUNTAIN"** - Spectacular penstemon relative w/ horsetail-like, arching, stems & tubular, coral-red flowers over a long season; hummingbird favorite; good in containers. [12] (H*F*)

**Ruellia equisetiformis (red), "CORAL FOUNTAIN"** - Spectacular penstemon relative w/ bright green, horsetail-like, arching, stems & tubular, bright red flowers over a long season; hummingbird favorite; good in containers. [25] (H*F*)

**Ruellia equisetiformis 'St. Elmo's Fire', "CORAL FOUNTAIN"** - Spectacular penstemon relative w/ small leaves on bright green, horsetail-like, arching, stems & trumpet-shaped, bright red flowers over a long season; hummingbird favorite; good in containers. [13/6] (H*F*)

**Salvia chamaedryoides, "GERMANDER SAGE"** - Compact, shrubby perennial spreading by underground runners; small, gray-green leaves contrast w/ small, bright blue flowers in early summer & fall. [19] (B*W*)

**Salvia discolor, "ANDEAN SAGE"** - Unusual perennial w/ slender, white branches, widely spaced yellow green leaves, velvety white below, & open spikes of small, near black, tubular flowers w/ contrasting pale

**Scaevola bicolor, "AUST. ASTROTURF"** - Choice, moss-like, Australian native perennial forming a tight, cushiony, 3 in. tall by 3 ft. wide mat of slender, emerald green leaves & tiny white flowers in spring; needs good drainage. [15]

**Sedum 'Autumn Joy', "AUTUMN JOY STONECROP"** - Hardy perennial w/ rounded, gray-green, succulent leaves & dense, dome-shaped clusters of small, pink, starry flowers in late summer/fall age to rust for a long show; butterfly favorite. [25] (B*F*)

**Senecio petasitis, "VELVET GROUNDSEL"** - Really a giant, dramatic perennial, but use like a large shrub; large, velvety leaves & foot-long

**Sedum 'Farinacea', "MEALYCUP SAGE"** - Fast-growing, shrubby perennial w/ rich green leaves & spikes of tiny, violet-blue flowers w/ white-powdery calyces, from early summer to frost - much of year in mild climates. [15] (H*F*)

**Salvia farinacea, "GREEK SAGE"** - Uncommon sage, long prized in Greece for it's many uses; gray-green, textured, aromatic leaves & spikes of small, tubular, pale lavender flowers in spring; use like culinary sage. [4] (W*)

**Salvia involucrata, "ROSELEAF SAGE"** - Tall, shrubby perennial w/ velvety leaves & foot-long spikes of rich, rose-pink, tubular flowers & puffy bracts of the same color, produced in late summer/fall; flowers last well in arrangements. [3] (H*F*)

**Salvia madrensis 'Red Neck Girl', "RED STEMMED FORSYTHIA SAGE"** - Tall, shrubby perennial w/ square, reddish stems, bright green, rough textured, heart-shaped leaves & 1-2-ft. long, spikes of 1-in., butter yellow, tubular flowers in fall/winter; good cutflower. [6] (H*F*)

**Salvia officinalis 'Berggarten', "CULINARY SAGE"** - Handsome selection of culinary sage forming a low carpet of extra broad, gray-green leaves & short spikes of lavender-blue flowers in spring. [5] (W*)

**Salvia officinalis 'Ieterina', "CULINARY SAGE"** - Handsome selection of culinary sage forming a low carpet of deliciously aromatic, gray-green leaves w/ gold margins; this form apparently doesn't form flowers. [8/6] (W*F*)

**Salvia officinalis 'Tricolor', "TRICOLOR CULINARY SAGE"** - Handsome selection of culinary sage forming a low carpet of deliciously aromatic, gray-green leaves w/ cream margins & short spikes of lavender-blue flowers in spring. [5] (W*F*)

**Salvia taraxacifolia, "DANDELION LEAVED SAGE"** - From Morocco, a perennial forming a basal rosette of lyre-shaped, gray green, citrus scented foliage & spikes of two-lipped, light pink flowers in spring/early summer. [32]

**Salvia 'Wendy's Wish', "WENDY'S WISH SALVIA"** - Tender, shrubby perennial w/ rich green, tapered leaves & many loose spikes of tubular, velvety, coral red flowers w/ emerging from dusky pink bracts, these produced in fall. [4] (H*F*)

**Scabiosa columbaria "Giant Blue", "PINCUSHION FLOWER"** - Clumping perennial w/ dissected leaves & extra large, long-stalked, deep lavender blue flower heads, like miniature lacecap hydrangeas; good cut & a butterfly favorite. [32] (B*F*)

**Scabiosa "Mauve Clusters", "FANFLOWER"** - Pretty, water-efficient, spreading perennial w/ small, light green leaves & blue-purple, fan-shaped flowers nearly all year; needs good drainage. [15] (B*W*)

**Scilla peruviana, "CUBAN LILY"** - Easy, spring-blooming bulb w/ a rosette of shiny, strap-shaped leaves & gorgeous, 5-in., dome-shaped clusters of starry blue flowers in spring; long-lasting cutflower. [20] (W*F*)

**Sinningia tubiflora, "HARDY SINNINGIA"** - Surprisingly hardy, masses of scented yellow daisies. [6] (B*F*)

**Setcreasea pallida 'Purple Heart', "PURPLE HEART"** - Fast-growing, wide spreading, groundcover perennial from Mexico w/ vivid purple, succulent leaves & stems & small, starly, pale purple flowers; good in containers. [8/7]

**Sidalcea malvaeflora 'Palustre', "CHECKERBLOOM"** - Dainty looking, Calif. native perennial producing a spreading mound of rounded leaves & short spikes of rich dark pink, hollyhock-like flowers in early spring; can be dry in summer. [25] (C*)

**Sinningia tubiflora, "HARDY SINNINGIA"** - Surprisingly hardy,
tuberous perennial w/ velvety, crinkled leaves & long-stalked clusters of 3-in. tubular, fragrant, white waxy flowers in summer; needs good drainage. [19] (S*)

*Sisyrinchium californicum*, "YELLOW-EYED GRASS" - Calif. native iris relative forming clumps of strap-shaped leaves & pretty, bright yellow flowers in summer; needs regular water or moist conditions. [15] (W*C*)

*Sphaeralcea ambigua* 'Lois Hamilton', "APRICOT MALLOW" - Drought tolerant, Calif. desert native perennial w/ yellow-green fuzzy leaves & tall spikes of hollyhock-like, orange-red flowers with silky petals over long summer-season. [20] (H*B*W*C*)

*Sporobolus airoides*, "ALKALI DROPSEDGE" - Widely adapted Calif. native grass forming a fountain of narrow, gray-green leaves & finely branching clusters of tiny, pink flower heads rising like mist over the foliage in summer. [21] (W*C*)

*Stanleya pinnata*, "PRINCE'S PLUME" - Calif. native, drought tolerant, shrubby perennial w/ narrow, gray green leaves & tall, fluffy spikes of yellow flowers in spring; needs good drainage; not for beginners. [15] (W*C*)

*Strelitzia reginae* - "BIRD-OF-PARADISE" - Perennial w/ tough, long-stalked blue-green leaves & long-stemmed, bird-like, orange & blue flowers, produced intermittently through year; flowers pruned for arrangements. [2] (H*W*F*)

*Tetraneresus acalis*, "ANGELITA DAISY" - Calif. & southwest native, mounding perennial w/ narrow, green, aromatic leaves & yellow daisy flowers produced much of the year; loves heat, needs good drainage (=Hymensoxys). [15] (B*W*C*)

*Thymus doerfleri* 'Bressingham', "BRESSINGHAM THYME" - Diminutive perennial herb forming tight, low mounds of tiny, dark green, aromatic leaves; tiny, pink flowers produced in summer; can take some foot traffic; needs good drainage. [32] (B*W*)

*Verbena bonariensis* 'Lollipop', "DWARF PURPLE TOP" - Dwarf form of this graceful, airy perennial w/ dense clusters of tiny, lilac daisy flowers on long, branching stems above the foliage; flowers over long summer/fall season; butterfly favorite. [32] (B*W*)

*Verbena lilaica* 'Paseo Rancho', 'CEDROS IS. VERBENA' - Vigorous form of this water efficient, shrubby perennial w/ lacy, green foliage & head-like clusters of starry, light lavender-pink, deliciously fragrant flowers much of the year. [9] (B*W*F*S*)

*Vetiveria zizanioides*, "VETIVER" - Adaptable clumping grass w/ slender, deep green leaves & tall, plume-like flower spikes in late summer; dried roots are aromatic when moistened & used in screens, fans, etc. [4] (W*F*)

*Zephyranthes candida*, "WHITE RAIN LILY" - Easy, evergreen perennial from a bulb, w/ shiny deep green, grassy foliage & an abundance of single-stemmed, white, lily-like flowers in late summer/fall. [3] (W*)

*Agave americana* 'Mediopicta Alba', 'CENTURY PLANT' - Perennial w/ handsome, 3-4-ft. tall rosettes of stiff, succulent, blue-green leaves w/ toothed edges & sharp-spined tips ea. leaf w/ broad, cream stripe; tall stalk of yellow-green flowers after several years. [4] (H*W*)

*Agave attenuata*, "FOXTAIL AGAVE" - Spineless agave forming a 2-3-ft. rosette of large, soft, pale green leaves & a dramatic, arching spike of tubular, yellow green flowers; plantlets form on maturing flower spike; landscape or container. [11] (W*)

*Agave attenuata*, "FOXTAIL AGAVE" - Spineless agave forming a 2-3-ft. rosette of large, soft, pale green leaves & a dramatic, arching spike of tubular, yellow green flowers; plantlets form on maturing flower spike; landscape or container. [4] (W*)

*Agave geminiflora*, "TWIN-FLOWERED AGAVE" - Perennial forming a dense, symmetrical fountain of very narrow, dark green, leaves that are spine tipped; an 8+ ft., unbranched stalk of yellow & red flowers after several years; plant dies after bloom. [18] (H*W*)

*Zephyranthes drummondii*, "HILL COUNTRY RAIN LILY" - Evergreen perennial from a bulb, w/ narrow leaves & single-stemmed, white, lily-like flowers that are wonderfully fragrant; flowers in late spring & early summer (=Cooperia pendunculata). [10/3] (W*S*)

*Zephyranthes* 'Prairie Sunset', "PINK RAIN LILY" - Easy perennial from a bulb, w/ deep green, grassy foliage & peachy-pink, single-stemmed, cactus-like flowers in summer; flowers born in successive flushes. [10] (W*)

*Zinnia grandiflora*, "PRAIRIE ZINNIA" - Heat-loving, mounding perennial spreading by runners & seed; covered w/ 1.5 in., bright yellow, daisy-like flower heads w/ orange centers in summer/fall. [15] (B*W*)

## CACTI & SUCCULENTS (NOT INCLUDING MOST SMALLER SIZES)

*Agonium arborescens*, "SHRUBBY AEONEUM" - Succulent, branching shrub w/ thick stems terminated in rosettes of shiny green leaves & conical clusters of yellow flowers on 8-in. stalks; good in landscape or container. [10] (W*)

*Agonium arborescens* 'Atropurpureum', "SHRUBBY AEONEUM" - Succulent, branching shrub w/ thick stems terminated in rosettes of shiny, green leaves tinged dark purple-red & conical clusters of fluffy, yellow flowers on 8-in. stalks; good in landscape or container. [14] (W*)

*Agonium arborescens* 'Schwartzkopf', "BLACK ROSE" - Succulent, branching shrub w/ thick stems terminated in rosettes of shiny, nearly black leaves & conical clusters of fluffy, yellow flowers on 8-in. stalks; good in landscape or container. [14] (W*)

*Agonium decorum* hybrid, "GREEN PINWHEEL" - Much-branched, mounding, succulent shrub w/ many 2-in. rosettes of gray green, succulent leaves edged orange-red & clusters of small, pinkish flowers in spring. [7] (W*)

*Agave americana*, "CENTURY PLANT" - Perennial forming 6-ft. tall rosettes of undulatating, succulent, gray-green leaves w/ toothed edges & sharp-spined tips; dramatic, 15-40 ft. tall, tree-like spike of yellow-green flowers after several years. [15] (H*W*)

*Agave americana* 'Mediopicta Alba', "WHITE STRIPED CENTURY PLANT" - Perennial w/ handsome, 3-4-ft. tall rosettes of stiff, succulent, blue-green leaves w/ toothed edges & sharp-spined tips ea. leaf w/ a broad, cream stripe; tall stalk of yellow-green flowers after several years. [5] (H*W*)

*Agave parryi*, "MOUNTAIN AGAVE" - Succulent perennial forming solitary, 4-ft. tall, artichoke-like rosettes of stiff, gray green leaves w/ toothed edges & spined tips & imprint of adjacent leaves; 15+ ft. tall, tree-like spike of yellow flowers. [26] (H*W*)

*Agave parryi*, "ARTICHOKKE AGAVE" - Succulent perennial forming compact, 2-3-ft. tall, artichoke-like rosettes of stiff, blue green leaves w/ toothed edges & black-spined tips; 18 ft. tall, tree-like spike of yellow flowers after several years, then dies. [18] (H*W*)

*Agave parryi*, "ARTICHOKKE AGAVE" - Succulent perennial forming compact, 2-3-ft. tall, artichoke-like rosettes of stiff, blue green leaves w/ toothed edges & black-spined tips; 15+ ft. tall, tree-like spike of yellow flowers after several years. [4] (H*W*)

*Agave parryi*, "ARTICHOKKE AGAVE" - Succulent perennial forming compact, 2-3-ft. tall, artichoke-like rosettes of stiff, blue green leaves w/ toothed edges & black-spined tips; 15+ ft. tall, tree-like spike of yellow flowers after several years. [4] (H*W*)
Agave tequilana, "TEQUILA AGAVE" - Perennial forming 6-ft. tall rosettes of stiff, narrow, blue-gray leaves w/ toothed edges & sharp-spined tips; 15+ ft. tall, tree-like spike of yellow flowers after several years; used in making tequila. [8] (H*W*)

Agave vilmoriniana, "OCTOPUS AGAVE" - Succulent perennial w/ sculptural, 4-ft. tall rosettes of stiff, slender, gray green leaves that curve & twist gracefully; 10-20-ft. stalk of yellow flowers after several years produces plantlets. [30] (H*W*)

Agave weberi, "WEBER'S CENTURY PLANT" - Succulent perennial w/ handsome, 4-5-ft. tall rosettes of stiff, succulent, green gray leaves w/ fine-toothed edges & sharp-spined tips; tall, tree-like stalk of yellow flowers after several years. [5] (H*W*)

Aloe arborescens, "CANDELABRA ALOE" - Shrub or tree w/ many branches topped by rosettes of thorny, succulent leaves & 3-ft., unbranched spikes of tubular, scarlet flowers in winter; good hedge or barrier plant; hummingbird favorite. [6] (H*W*)

Aloe barbadensis hybrid, "ALOE VERA HYBRID" - Succulent perennial forming many stemless rosettes of upright, fleshy, light green leaves w/ spots & 3-5-ft., branching spikes of tubular, orange flowers; hummingbird favorite. [10] (H*W*)

Aloe barberae (A. bainesii), "TREE ALOE" - Statuesque tree w/ many pale branches topped by contrasting rosettes of recurved, dark green succulent leaves & dense spikes of tubular, rose pink flowers in winter; hummingbird favorite. [5] (H*W*)

Aloe brevifolia, "SHORT-LEAVED ALOE" - Succulent perennial forming dense, spreading clumps; stemless rosettes of short, fleshy, gray green, toothed leaves & spikes of tubular, red flowers in late summer; hummingbird favorite. [11] (H*W*)

Aloe bulbilifera var. pauliana, hybrid, "ALOE" - Succulent perennial forming stemless rosettes of toothed, green, fleshy leaves blushed purple & branching spikes of tubular, red-orange flowers; plantlets born on main flower spikes; hummingbird favorite. [11] (H*W*)

Aloe capitata quercizcola, "ALOE" - Succulent perennial forming stemless rosettes of thick, finely toothed, blue green leaves blushed purple & branching spikes of head-like flower clusters w/ tubular, red-orange flowers; hummingbird favorite. [10] (H*W*)

Aloe ciliaris, "CLIMBING ALOE" - Vining, succulent shrub, the slender branches lined w/ thin-textured, dark green, finely toothed leaves

Aloe plicatilis, "ALOE" - Naturally occurring hybrid, a succulent shrub w/ many stems from the base bearing rosettes of fleshy, elegantly curved leaves & magnificent spikes of red flowers in fall/winter; hummingbird favorite. [7] (H*W*)

Aloe 'Roolkappe', "LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD" - Succulent perennial forming stemless, foot-wide rosettes of toothed, spotted leaves & branching, dome-shaped clusters of tubular, red orange flowers w/ yellow tips much of year; hummingbird favorite. [7] (H*W*)

Aloe saponaria, "SOAP ALOE" - Succulent perennial forming many stemless rosettes of fleshy, broadly lance-shaped, spotted leaves & tubular, orange flowers in 3 ft., branching, candelabra-like flower clusters; hummingbird favorite. [15] (H*W*)

Aloe tenuior, "IKHALANA" - Climbing or rambling, succulent shrub, the slender branches lined w/ narrow, gray green, toothed leaves & spikes of tubular, pure yellow flowers in spring; best w/ support; hummingbird favorite. [13] (H*W*)

Astrophytum myriostigma, "BISHOP'S CAP CACTUS" - Unique, thornless cactus w/ a single stem usually w/ 5 distinct ribs, dark gray green & covered w/ white flecks; many pelted, funnel shaped yellow flowers in spring or summer; grows very slowly to 3 ft. [14] (W*)

Austrocylindropuntia subulata 'Monstrosa', "MONSTROSE NEEDLE CACTUS" - Curious, many-branched, shrubby cactus to 5 ft. w/ green, & short spikes of tubular, red flowers w/ yellow tips; best w/ support; hummingbird favorite. [17] (H*W*)

Aloe dawei, "JACOB'S LADDER" - Succulent perennial forming elongated rosettes of long, coarsely toothed, dark green leaves & branching spikes of head-like flower clusters of citrus orange, tubular flowers; hummingbird favorite. [14] (H*W*)

Aloe distans, "JEWELLED ALOE" - Succulent perennial forming spreading clumps; elongated rosettes of triangular, dark green, yellow-toothed leaves & spikes of tubular, orange-red flowers in summer; hummingbird favorite. [5] (H*W*)

Aloe dorotheae, "SUNSET ALOE" - Succulent perennial forming stemless rosettes of toothed, yellow green to orange red, fleshy leaves (young leaves w/ spots) & spikes of tubular, yellow-tipped, orange flowers; hummingbird favorite. [10] (H*W*)

Aloe elegonica, "ALOE" - Succulent shrub w/ several erect stems bearing rosettes of distinctively toothed, brassy red, fleshy leaves & branching spikes of tubular, orange-red flowers in winter/spring; hummingbird favorite. [4] (H*W*)

Aloe erensii, "ALOE" - Small, succulent perennial forming stemless rosettes of toothed, green, fleshy leaves w/ white spots & branching spikes of tubular, light orange flowers in fall; hummingbird favorite. [32] (H*W*)

Aloe gracilis, "SCRAMBLING ALOE" - Succulent shrub forming many upright stems densely clothed in fleshy, bright green, spotted leaves w/ white, marginal teeth; orange red, tubular flowers rarely produced. [5] (W*)

Aloe juavena, "TIGER TOOTH ALOE" - Succulent, groundcovering perennial forming many upright stems densely clothed in fleshy, bright green, striped leaves w/ white spots; branching spikes of tubular, orange red flowers in winter; hummingbird favorite. [10] (H*W*)

Alstroemeria arborescens, "SILVER JADE PLANT" - Succulent perennial forming stemless rosettes of narrow, toothed, fleshy leaves that are reddish green w/ white spots & branching spikes of tubular, orange red flowers in winter; hummingbird favorite. [10] (H*W*)

upright, cylindrical branches, dotted w/ tufts of mostly short spines & topped by 1-in., bright green, succulent, awl-shaped leaves. [4] (W*)

Cleistocactus samuipatanus, "GOLD TORCH CACTUS" - Shrubby cactus, several-branched from the base w/ 1-2-in. thick, many-ribbed, snake-like stems covered in short, gold spines; flared, many-petaled red flowers in summer attract hummingbirds. [9] (H*W*)

Cleistocactus strausii, "SILVER TORCH CACTUS" - Shrubby cactus, much-branched from the base w/ 4-in. thick, many-ribbed, upright stems covered in long, glistening silvery white spines; tubular burgundy flowers in late summer attract hummingbirds. [8] (W*)

Crassula arborescens, "SILVER JADE PLANT" - Compact, succulent shrub w/ thick branches w/ fleshy, rounded leaves that are gray green, edged & spotted red; starry, white, summer flowers rare; landscape, container or bonsai-trained. [11] (W*)

Crassula ovata 'Gollum', "GREEN CORAL" - Succulent, thick stemmed shrub w/ curious, fleshy, tubular leaves w/ "suction cup" tips, the leaves bright green, blushed red; clusters of starry, pinkish flowers in winter; landscape or container. [10] (W*)

Crassula ovata 'Gollum' B, "GIANT GREEN CORAL" - Succulent, thick stemmed shrub w/ curious, fleshy, tubular leaves w/ "suction cup" tips, the leaves bright green, blushed red & larger than 'Gollum'; starry, pinkish flowers in winter; landscape, container. [9] (W*)
**Crassula ovata 'Minima', "MINIATURE JADE PLANT"** - Compact, succulent shrub w/ fleshy, rounded leaves that blush red in cool weather, & rounded clusters of starry, white flowers in winter; landscape, container or bonsai-trained; good for beginners. [11] (W*)

**Crassula ovata 'Tricolor', "TRICOLOR JADE"** - Versatile, slow growing, succulent shrub w/ fleshy, rounded leaves striped green, white & cream, & rounded clusters of pinkish white flowers in fall/winter; landscape or container; good for beginners. [5] (W*)

**Crassula platyphylla 'Burgundy', (NO COMMON NAME)** - Succulent shrub to 1.5 ft. high w/ long, tapered, green leaves, the margins purplish; foliage takes on a burgundy flush in cold weather; tiny, white flowers in spring more interesting than showy. [8] (W*)

**Dasyliotion wheeleri, "DESSERT SPOON"** - Yucca-like shrub forming a 3 ft. fountain of blue-gray, strap-shaped leaves, eventually forming a trunk; dramatic, 10-ft. spike of tiny, creamy-white flowers in fall. [3] (W*)

**Dudleya brittonii (green form), "CHALK LETTUCE"** - Baja Calif. native succulent producing striking rosettes of broad, lance-shaped leaves on a short trunk & tall spikes of small, short-tubular, yellow flowers; this is the rarely offered green-leaved form. [15] (H*W*)

**Dudleya caespitosa, "LIVE-FOREVER"** - So. Calif. native succulent producing rosettes of narrow, chalky white, succulent leaves & branching spikes of small, short-tubular, yellow flowers; hummingbird favorite. [20] (H*W*C*)

**Dudleya cymosa, "LIVE-FOREVER"** - Calif. native succulent producing ground-hugging rosettes of slightly chalky, broad leaves & branching spikes of small, short-tubular, reddish yellow flowers; hummingbird favorite. [16] (H*W*C*)

**Echeveria derenbergii, "PAINTED LADY"** - Stemless succulent perennial forming 3 in. rosettes of fleshy, light gray green, red-edged leaves & in spring, spikes of yellow, tubular flowers w/ red tips that attract hummingbirds. [16] (H*W*)

**Echinocereus rigidissimus ssp. rubispinus, "PINK COMB CACTUS" - Euphorbia loricata, "AFRICAN PALM TREE"** - Many-branched, succulent shrub w/ thick, green, corn-cob-like stems topped by long, narrow leaves & interesting, long-stalked clusters of chartreuse flowers; frost tender. [8] (W*)

**Furcraea foetida, "MAURITIUS HEMP"** - Agave-like plant forming a 5-8-ft. rosette of deep green, sword-shaped, spine-tipped leaves & in age, a 20+ ft., tree-like stalk of tubular, yellow green flowers; plantlets form on maturing flower spike. [7] (W*)

**Gasteria 'Little Warty', "COW'S TONGUE"** - Compact, succulent perennial forming tight clumps of tongue-shaped, succulent leaves heavily streaked & spotted silvery green & spikes of tubular orange-red & green flowers loved by hummingbirds. [6] (H*W*)

**Gasteria nitida var. armstrongii, "COW'S TONGUE"** - Compact, succulent perennial forming tight clumps of tongue-shaped, dark green, succulent leaves covered w/ lighter tubercles & tall spikes of tubular orange-red & green flowers loved by hummingbirds. [8] (H*W*)

**Graptofaciachmus marsonieri, "CHIN CACTUS"** - Flat-globular cactus to 8 in. across, the body gray green to coppery-colored & many ribbed, the ribs lined w/ whitish spines; many-petaled, pale pink flowers are borne in clusters in late spring/summer. [8] (W*)

**Gymnocalcium ragonesi, "CHIN CACTUS"** - Flat-globular cactus, the body gray green to olive green, shallowly ribbed w/ distinctive horizontal notches & short spines pressed flat against the body; many-petaled, white flowers w/ reddish centers. [9] (W*)

**Hesperaloe parviflora, "CORAL YUCCA"** - Drought tolerant, yucca-like perennial w/ clumps of 3-ft., narrow leaves & tall spikes of long lasting, coral-colored flowers in early summer & later. [20] (H*W*F*)

**Kalanchoe daigremontiana x K. tubiflora, "MOTHER-OF-MILLIONS"** - Succulent perennial w/ tapered, olive green to pinkish brown leaves mottled deep purple, the notched margins bearing plantlets; clusters of pendulous, tubular, coral red flowers loved by hummingbirds. [8] (H*W*)

**Kalancheae luciae, "PADLE PLANT"** - Spreading, succulent perennial w/ large, rounded, clam shell shaped leaves that are powdery white & blushed red in winter, & tall, branching spikes of tubular, light yellow flowers in spring. [7] (H*W*)

**Kalancheae 'Oak Leaf', "DWARF VELVET PLANT"** - Succulent shrub to 3 ft. tall & 4 ft. wide w/ thick, fuzzy, "oak leaf" shaped leaves that are gray, lobed & sharply toothed & small, peach colored flowers in summer more interesting than beautiful. [13] (H*W*)

**Kalancheae tomentosa, "PANDA PLANT"** - Succulent shrub to 3 ft. tall w/ thick, 2-in. long leaves that are covered in white hairs, the leaf edges attractively spotted dark brown; small, short-tubular, red brown flowers produced in spring. [9] (H*W*)

**Myrtillocactus geometrizans, "WHORTLEBERRY CACTUS"** - Candelabra-branched, tree-form cactus to 20 ft. w/ ribbed, blue-green stems, tiny, many-petaled, white flowers followed by small, dark purple, spineless fruits that are very tasty. [18] (W*)

**Nolina nelsoni, "NELSON'S BLUE BEAR GRASS"** - Yucca-like plant from Tamaulipas, Mexico gradually forming a 3-12 ft. trunk topped by stiff, sword-shaped blue-green leaves; in age producing a tall branching spike of tiny, white flowers. [6] (W*)

**Opuntia azurea, "COYOTILLO"** - Succulent shrub to 5 ft. tall w/ rounded, flattened, jointed stems, these "pads" blue green & topped by
multicolored spines; spectacular, bowl-shaped, flowers are satiny yellow w/ fiery red centers. [10] (H*W*)

Opuntia cochenillifera (B), "COCHINEAL NOPAL CACTUS" - Treeform, prickly-pearl-type cactus w/ distinct trunk & large, jointed, ascending branches formed of narrow pads; tubular, magenta-purple flowers attract hummingbirds, bees & butterflies. [15] (W*)

Opuntia cochenillifera (C), "COCHINEAL NOPAL CACTUS" - Treeform, prickly-pearl-type cactus w/ distinct trunk & large, jointed, ascending branches formed of narrow pads; tubular, magenta-purple flowers attract hummingbirds, bees & butterflies. [8] (W*)

Oreocereus hendraikenianus, "OLD-MAN-OF-THE-ANDES" - Shrubby cactus, much-branched from the base w/ 4-in. thick, ribbed, columnar stems lined w/ long, yellow to maroon spines & dense, white to black woolly hairs; red, trumpet-shaped flowers in spring. [6] (H*W*)

Pachycereus marginatus, "ORGAN CACTUS" - Large, succulent shrub, to 16 ft., w/ columnar, unbranched, gray green stems w/ few ribs, the ribs edged white & w/ short, white spines; small, pinkish flowers produced only on older plants. [19] (W*)

Pachycereus marginatus, "ORGAN CACTUS" - Large, succulent shrub, to 16 ft., w/ columnar, unbranched, gray green stems w/ few ribs, the ribs edged white & w/ short, white spines; small, pinkish flowers produced only on older plants. [23] (W*)

Pachycereus schottii, "WHISKER CACTUS" - Succulent shrub, branching from the base, w/ columnar, few-ribbed, gray green stems edged w/ short, tan spines; in age brush-like pseudo-cephalium forms at branch

Sedum dasyloides, "BUSH SEDUM" - Succulent, Mexican shrub to 3 ft. high & wide w/ 2-in., bright yellow green, rounded leaves & branching clusters of starry, vivid yellow flowers produced above the foliage in winter/spring. [14] (W*)

Sedum palmeri, "PALMER'S SEDUM" - Mounding, succulent shrub w/ many 2-in. rosettes of waxy blue, succulent stems & branching clusters of small, starry, bright yellow flowers in late winter; landscape or container in part sun/light shade. [8] (W*)

Selenicereus grandiflorus, "QUEEN OF THE NIGHT" - Spectacular, climbing cactus, the slender, succulent stems w/ 5-8 ribs & dotted w/ clusters of short thorns; enormous (to 14 in. across), many-petaled, white & yellow flowers in summer; night blooming. [10] (S*)

Yucca baccata, "BANANA YUCCA" - Slow-growing, Calif. native yucca forming a dense clump of tough, blue-green, sword-shaped leaves, dense, 2-ft. clusters of large, fleshy, white & reddish flowers & edible fruit. [8] (W*C*)

**SHADE PLANTS**

Adiantum capillus-veneris, "SOUTHERN MAIDENHAIR" - Easiest of maidenhair ferns; jet-black, wiry stems & bright green, fan-shaped leaflets; dainty look belies tough constitution of established plants; spreads by rhizomes. [5] (C*)

Anomatheca laxa, "LAPEIROUSIA" - Dainty freesia relative w/ fan-shaped clusters of bright green leaves & one-sided spikes of 1-in., flat-faced, coral red flowers w/ darker markings in spring; can be dry or moist in summer; seeds freely. [25] (W*)

Aristea echlonii, "ROYAL BLUE-EYED GRASS" - Evergreen perennial w/ fans of dark green, iris-like leaves & clusters of pretty, 3/4 in., true-blue flowers produced over a long spring/summer season; flowers close in afternoon. [3]

Aspidistra eliator, "CAST-IRON PLANT" - Victorian favorite - tough plant indoors or outdoors, w/ bold, deep green, long-stalked leaves; can take even deep shade & some drought. [25]

Aspidistra eliator 'Asahi', "FROSTED CAST-IRON PLANT" - Rare ends; small, nocturnal pink flowers. [8] (W*)

Parodia leninghausii, "GOLDEN BALL CACTUS" - Slow-growing cactus, eventually branched from the base, w/ 4-in. thick, upright stems w/ many, narrow ribs covered in soft, yellow spines; yellow, funnel-shaped flowers top the stems in summer. [10] (W*)

Parodia magnifica, "BALLOON CACTUS" - Slow-growing cactus, eventually branched from the base, w/ 5-in. thick, upright, blue green stems w/ widely-spaced ribs lined in soft, golden spines; yellow, funnel-shaped flowers top the stems in summer. [13] (W*)

Pilosocereus pachycladus, "FACHEIRO AZUL" - Treelike cactus w/ many branches, the stems waxy sky blue w/ 5-19 ribs lined w/ golden spines that age to gray; 2-in., many-petaled, white flowers produced from special, long-haired spine clusters. [14] (W*)

Portulacaria afra, "ELEPHANT FOOD" - Versatile, succulent, S. African shrub to 12 ft. w/ thick, reddish stems & small, dark green, rounded leaves; tiny, pink flowers rarely produced; can be used as hedge, screen, container plant or bonsai. [8] (W*)

Puya berteroniana, "PUYA" - Spectacular bromeliad from Chile w/ swordlike, gray green leaves; producing spectacular 4-6 ft. stalk of 2-in., bell-shaped, metallic blue-green & turquoise flowers w/ orange anthers; otherworldly! [15] (H*W*)

Rebutia krainziana, "KRAINZ CROWN CACTUS" - Clumping, globular cactus, the bodies dark green w/ many spirally arranged tubercles tipped by tiny, white, spine clusters; many-petaled, funnel-shaped, red flowers practically hide the plant in summer. [14] (W*)

of this Victorian favorite - tough plant indoors or outdoors, w/ bold, deep green leaves w/ lighter tip; can take even deep shade; good light/low nitrogen fertilizer encourage color formation. [10/6]

Aspidistra eliator 'Milky Way', "CAST-IRON PLANT" - Rare form of this Victorian favorite - tough, slow-growing plant indoors or outdoors, w/ bold, deep green leaves flecked yellow; can take even deep shade (=Ginga Major'). [3]

Aucuba japonica 'Variegata', "GOLD DUST PLANT" - Sturdy shrub for shade densely clothed in shiny, dark green, coarsely toothed leaves that are handsomely spotted glowing yellow; dark maroon flowers inconspicuous. [10]

Billbergia nutans, "QUEEN'S TEARS" - Exotic perennial w/ urn-shaped foliage clusters & red-bracted, pendulous spikes of navy blue, apple green & yellow flowers; containers or landscape. [19] (H*F*)

Billbergia nutans hybrid (#1), "QUEEN'S TEARS" - Exotic perennial w/ urn-shaped clusters of sea green leaves & pink-bracted, pendulous spikes of blue, green & yellow flowers; containers or landscape. [25] (H*F*)

Carex morrowii 'Ice Dance', "VARIEGATED JAPANESE SEDGE" - Moisture-loving, grass-like plant forming carpeting mounds of slender, gracefully arching, deep green leaves w/ creamy-white margins. [10]

Clivia miniata hybrids, "CLIVIA" - Perennial for shade w/ handsome, deep green, broad, strap-shaped leaves & large, long-stalked clusters of glowing orange, funnel-shaped flowers & showy, red berries. [5] (H*F*)

Clivia miniata hybrids, "CLIVIA" - Perennial for shade w/ handsome, deep green, broad, strap-shaped leaves & large, long-stalked clusters of glowing orange, funnel-shaped flowers & showy, red berries. [4] (H*F*)

Costus barbatus, "STEPLADDER PLANT" - Rare tropical plant w/ handsome foliage spirally-arranged on cane-like stems & exotic, red-bracted, conelike inflorescence bearing yellow; tubular flowers; mildest inland areas or protected patios. [8] (H*F*)

Cytanthus mackenii var. cooperi, "CYRTANTHUS" - Choice, S. African bulb forming a handsome fountain of evergreen, strap-shaped leaves & long-stemmed clusters of tubular, soft yellow flowers over long winter/spring season. [15] (H*F*F*)

Dryopteris erythrosora, "AUTUMN FERN" - True fern forming
compact colonies of finely divided triangular fronds that emerge a blend of copper pink & yellow & age to green; bright red spore clusters in winter. [15] (F*)

 Fragaria 'Chavel', "CHACHEL STRAWBERRY" - Perennial groundcover just a few inches high, spreads by stolons forming a dense, lush carpet of shiny, dark green, three-parted leaves w/ toothed leaflets & 5-petaled, white flowers; no fruit. [32] (W*C*)

 Fuchsia (Jack's variegated cascade), "FUCHSIA" - Inland tested fuchsia w/ red stems & veins, cream-edged, gray green leaves on pendant branches & flowers that are dainty, 1.5 in., red & violet bells, in summer/fall; hummingbird favorite. [13/10] (H*)

 Justicia aurea, "GOLDEN PLUME" - Spectacular, subropical shrub for part or light shade; rich green, bold foliage & long lasting, dense, foot-long spikes of bright yellow, tubular flowers in winter. [7] (H*)

 Justicia carnea (Huntington form), "BRAZILIAN PLUM FLOWER"- Eye-catching, fast-growing shrub for shade w/ deep green, tapered, quilted leaves & thick plumes of dark-bracted, hot rose pink, tubular flowers in summer. [11] (H*)

 Odontonema strictum, "CARDINAL'S GUARD" - Fast-growing, bold, evergreen shrub for shade or part shade w/ handsome, deep green leaves & contrasting spikes of red, tubular flowers. [11/10] (H*F*)

 Ophiopogon japonicus 'Silver Mist', "MONDO GRASS" - Reliable & versatile perennial for shade; handsome clumps of slender, grass-like leaves that are heavily variegated white; tiny, lilac flowers on short stems are followed by blue fruits. [15] (F*)

 Ophiopogon planiscapus 'Nigrescens', "BLACK MONDO GRASS" - Choice, slow-growing, grass-like perennial forming tidy clumps of handsome, near-black, grass-like foliage & loose spikes of tiny white or purple-blushed flowers in summer. [9]

 Plectranthus amboinicus, "INDIAN BORAGE" - A bold, shrubby perennial w/ thick, square stems, succulent, velvety, heart-shaped leaves & terminal spikes of small, two-lipped, deep violet-blue flowers (sold previously as P. barbatus) [24]

 Polypodium californicum 'Sarah Lyman', "CALIFORNIA POLYPODY" - Choice form of this, drought resistant, California native fern -- rich green, deeply-divided, fringed fronds that grow from a creeping rhizome; keep dry in summer. [15] (W*C*)

 Polystichum polyblepharum, "JAPANESE TASSEL FERN" - Choice, true fern forming compact, fountain-like clump of long-triangular, intricately divided fronds that are dark green & shiny w/ rust brown bristles; landscape or containers. [15]

 Polystichum tsus-simense, "TSUS-SIMA HOLLY FERN" - Choice, true fern forming compact clump of long-triangular fronds that are dark shiny green & finely divided; good in landscape or containers. [15]

 Pteris nipponica, "BRAKE FERN" - Easy true fern w/ short-growing rhizome, long, wavy stems & leathery fronds with narrow divisions, colored green w/ creamy-white along the veins; moderate watering. [20]

 Pyrrosia lingua 'Variegata', "VARIEG. JAPANESE FELT FERN" - Rare, variegated form of this tough, true fern, w/ wiry, creeping rhizomes & leathery, tongue-shaped green fronds marked yellow-green; hanging basket or small-scale groundcover. [10/5]

 Rumohra adiantiformis, "LEATHER FERN" - True fern w/ thick, creeping rhizome bearing long-stalked, deep green, triangular fronds that are finely divided & leathery in texture; one of the easiest ferns for mild Inland areas; classic florist's fern. [25] (F*)

 Ruscus aculeatus, "BUTCHER'S BROOM" - Unusual Mediterranean shrub for part to deep shade w/ flattened, spine-tipped stems & curious flowers born in center of dark green, leaf-like stems; may produce red berries; good in arrangements. [8] (F*)

 Sarcococca ruscifolia, "FRAGRANT SARCOCCOCA" - Slow-growing shrub w/ handsome, deep green leaves closely set along the branches & tiny, white, powerfully fragrant flowers in early spring; takes even deep shade. [10] (S*)

 Talbotia (Vellozia) elegans, "FALSE DRACAENA" - Uncommon, S. African, small-scale groundcover for shade w/ narrow, 6-in-long, pleated leaves, 3-ranked in rosettes & starry, white flowers w/ yellow stamens in spring & summer. [8]

 Veltheimia bracteata, "VELTHEIMIA" - Choice bulb for light shade w/ handsome, wavy-edged, shiny foliage & long-stemmed, spike-like clusters of tubular, green-tipped pink flowers in late winter/early spring. [15/11] (H*F*)

 Woodwardia fimbriata, "GIANT CHAIN FERN" - Hard to find, Calif. native, fern forming upright clumps of bright green, lacy fronds, the backs often with a chain-stitch pattern of spores; surprisingly tough once established. [15] (C*)

### HOUSE & PATIO PLANTS

Acalypha hispida, "CHENILLE PLANT" - Fast-growing, easy shrub for summer patio or houseplant; large, heart-shaped leaves & drooping, 5-in., crimson, chenille-like flower spikes through warm weather; pinch to promote bushiness. [6]

Acalypha pendula, "FIRETAIL" - Tropical perennial for hanging pots/baskets for patio in summer or house; small, toothed leaves on creeping stems & pendulous, red, caterpillar-like flower spikes through warm weather. [15]

Acalypha wilkesiana 'Ceylon', "COPPER LEAF" - Fast-growing, easy shrub for summer patio or houseplant all year; heart-shaped leaves are slightly puckered, dark green w/ a cream-fringed edge; fuzzy flowers interesting but not showy. [10]

Acalypha wilkesiana 'Marginata', "COPPER LEAF" - Fast-growing, easy shrub for summer patio or houseplant all year; heart-shaped, fringed leaves are bright green w/ a creamy white margin; fuzzy flowers interesting but not showy. [4]

Adenium obesum, "DESERT ROSE" - Choice, succulent shrub from tropical Africa forming a swollen, bottle-like trunk w/ thick branches, shiny leaves & showy, trumpet-shaped flowers in rose red shades; keep dryer in winter. [15] (H*W*)

Adiantum radicans, "DELTA MAIDENHAIR" - One of the best maidenhair ferns for house or patio; elegant, finely divided fronds w/...
many dainty, bright green, fan-shaped leaflets on jet-black, wiry stems; provide extra humidity. [16] (F*)

**Aeschynanthus longicaulis**, "ZEBRA BASKET VINE" - Striking hanging plant w/ fleshy, tapered leaves that are dark olive green w/ elaborate light green veins above, dark purple w/ light green veins below; greenish flowers more interesting than beautiful. [10] (H*)

**Aeschynanthus lobbianus**, "LIPSTICK PLANT" - Popular hanging plant w/ small, waxy, dark green leaves & bright red, tubular flowers in summer/fall; buds peeking from tubular, velvety, maroon calyx resemble Anthurium hybrids (assorted), "ANTHURIUM" - Handsome houseplant w/ heart-shaped, shiny, dark green leaves & exotic, long-lasting "flower" consisting of a heart-shaped, waxy spathe & protruding spadix, in assorted colors. [10] (F*)

**Ardizia crenata 'Variegata', 'VARIEGATED MARLBERRY'** - Choice, tender shrub for patio or houseplant; handsome, shiny green, quilted leaves edged creamy white, tiny pinkish, summer flowers & bright red, beak-like berries in fall/winter. [5]

**Asplenium antiquum**, "JAPANESE BIRD'S NEST FERN"* - Distinctive true fern w/ vase-shaped rosette of narrow, strap-shaped, apple-green fronds; indoors during coldest weather, shady patio in summer; provide extra humidity but don't overwater. [8]

**Asplenium antiquum (narrow fronds)**, "JAPANESE BIRD'S NEST FERN"* - Distinctive true fern w/ vase-shaped rosette of extra narrow, strap-shaped, apple-green fronds; indoors during coldest weather, shady patio in summer; provide extra humidity but don't overwater. [16]

**Asplenium australisicum**, "BIRD'S NEST FERN"* - Distinctive true fern w/ vase-shaped rosette of broad, strap-shaped, apple-green fronds; indoors in coldest weather, shady patio in summer; provide extra humidity but don't overwater (= A. nidus Hort.). [8]

**Begonia 'Black Coffee', 'PATIO BEGONIA'** - Handsome patio/houseplant w/ star-shaped, velvety olive green, leaves on long, red stems & colored bright red on back; long-stalked clusters of small, rosy pink flowers. [6]

**Begonia 'Burle Marx', 'BEGONIA'** - Striking summer patio/houseplant w/ kidney-shaped, textured leaves w/ elaborate silvery green & near black pattern & long-stemmed clusters of tiny white flowers; keep warm & humid. [8]

**Begonia 'Cathedral Windows', 'BEGONIA'** - Unusual summer patio/houseplant w/ kidney-shaped, ruffled leaves, green above & red w/ translucent green strips below, reminiscent of stained glass, & long-stemmed clusters of small pink flowers. [10]

**Begonia dregii, 'BONSAI BEGONIA'** - Shrubby begonia w/ thick, brown stems from a tuber-like base, small, maple-like, green leaves often w/ silver markings & clusters of white flowers w/ yellow centers in summer, good bonsai subject. [8]

**Begonia rex 'Atlanta Jazz', 'REX BEGONIA'** - Striking summer patio/houseplant w/ wing-shaped, somewhat succulent, leaves strikingly marked in silver, olive green, rose red & purple & clusters of small, rosy pink flowers; keep warm & humid. [6]

**Begonia rex 'Boston Chocolate & Cherries', 'REX BEGONIA'** - Striking summer patio/houseplant w/ wing-shaped, somewhat succulent, leaves that are satiny, dark maroon brown w/ rose red spots & clusters of small, rosy pink flowers; keep warm & humid. [15]

**Bromeliad - Neoregelia 'Dr. Oeser Variegated', 'LIVING VASE'** - Vase-like rosette of strap shaped, green & white striped, toothed leaves w/ magenta tips, plant turning magenta when in bloom; violet flowers born partly submerged in "vase" in center of plant. [4]

**Bromeliad - Neoregelia 'Locus', 'AFRICAN MASK PLANT'** - Handsome tropical w/ arrow-shaped leaves that are deep, glossy green w/ silvery-green main veins, purple beneath, & the margins curiously crisped & curled; needs warmth & high humidity. [12]

**Bromeliad - Neoregelia 'Polly', 'AFRICAN MASK PLANT'** - Handsome tropical perennial w/ arrow-shaped leaves that are deep, glossy green w/ silvery-green main veins & scalloped margins, purple beneath; needs warmth & high humidity. [12]

**Bromeliad - Neoregelia 'Hot Pink', 'LIVING VASE'** - Vase-like rosette of strap shaped, chartreuse, toothed leaves w/ magenta tips, center of plant turning magenta when in bloom; violet flowers born partly submerged in "vase" in center of plant. [4]

**Bromeliad - Neoregelia 'Rio Red', 'LIVING VASE'** - Easy plant for patio in all but coldest weather; vase-like rosette of stiff leaves mottled bright red & green; violet flowers born partly submerged in "vase" in center of plant. [7]

**Bromeliad - Vriesea 'Christine', 'LIVING VASE'** - Easy plant for patio in all but coldest weather; vase-like rosette of stiff, light green, tapered leaves; tubular yellow flowers born in paddle-like, long-lasting, red-bracted spikes. [16]

**Brunfelsia 'Jim's Giant', 'PURPLE ROBE'** - Choice, evergreen shrub, too tender for most Inland gardens, w/ handsome, deep green leaves to 8 in. long & 2-4 in., royal purple, 5-petaled flowers over long summer season. [15]

**Buddleia indica, 'INDOOR OAK'** - Handsome shrubby houseplant or summer patio plant w/ glossy, deep green leaves w/ wavy margins; prune or pinch to maintain bushiness (= Nicodemia diversifolia). [10]

**Caladium bicolor (Assorted)**, "FANCY-LEAFED CALADIUM" - Spectacular, tropical perennial w/ waxy, translucent, heart-shaped leaves in many colors & patterns; dies down to tuber in winter & should be kept dry; flowers inconspicuous (assorted varieties). [16]

**Ceropogia woodii, 'ROSSY VASE'** - Easy patio favorite also called "string-of-hearts"; slender, trailing stems lined w/ small, succulent, heart-shaped leaves & curious, parachute-shaped purple flowers; grows from a tuber. [3] (W*)

**Cissus rhombifolia 'Ellen Danica', 'GRAPE IVY'** - Popular hanging basket plant for patio in all but coldest weather or grow as a houseplant; dark green, three parted leaves, in this variety, the leaflets w/ lobed & toothed margins; flowers inconspicuous. [16]

**Codiaeum variegatum 'Banana', 'BANANA CROTON'** - Tropical shrub for patio in summer, house in winter; leathery, shiny, dark green leaves are long, twisted & slightly puckered, some marbled & veined golden yellow, likes warmth and humidity. [12]

**Codiaeum variegatum 'Fiesta', 'FIESTA CROTON'** - Tropical shrub for patio in summer, house in winter; leathery, shiny, dark green leaves are variously spotted yellow, orange or scarlet, likes warmth and humidity. [16]

**Codiaeum variegatum 'Freckles', 'FRECKLES CROTON'** - Tropical shrub for patio in summer, house in winter; very narrow, shiny, dark green leaves spotted & blotched bright yellow; likes warmth and humidity. [9]

**Codiaeum variegatum 'Gold Dust', 'GOLD DUST CROTON'** - Tropical shrub for patio in summer, house in winter; leathery, shiny, dark green leaves spotted & blotched golden yellow; likes warmth and humidity. [8]

**Crossandra 'Florida', 'FIRECRACKER FLOWER'** - Choice but difficult tropical shrub w/ shiny, rich green leaves & gorgeous, four-sided clusters of brilliant orange, one-sided flowers in summer; needs warmth & humidity. [4]

**Dionaea muscipula, 'VENUS FLYTRAP'** - Most unusual of all plants; rosette of leaves tipped w/ jaw-like lobes which shap shut to trap insects;
long stalked cluster of white flowers in summer; best in terrarium w/ distilled water, outdoors in winter. [24]

**Dracaena der. 'Janet Craig Compacta', "DRACAENA"** - Easy houseplant w/ cane-like branches toppped by tight, handsome rosettes of tapered, strap-shaped, deep green, shiny leaves. [5]

**Gardenia vietnamensis**, "VIETNAMESE GARDENIA" - Choice tropical shrub w/ handsome, rich green, shiny leaves & 3-in., white, pinwheel-like flowers that age to creamy yellow & are intensely fragrant; can be kept outside during warm weather. [15] (F*S*)

**Gynura aurantiaca** 'Sarmentosa', "PURPLE VELVET PLANT" - Easy vining plant for patio in summer or houseplant during cool weather; leaves covered in dark purple velvet, 1/2 in. flowers orange, ill smelling; give good light for rich foliage color. [10]

**Heder a helix** 'Gold Child', "GOLD CHILD IVY" - Popular & easy, woody vine, this cultivar w/ maple-like leaves strikingly splashed & marbled in dark green, light gray green, dark gray green & cream; good in landscape or container. [16]

**Heliotropium arborescens**, "HELIOTROPE" - Old fashioned favorite shrubby perennial w/ dark green, textured leaves & clusters of tiny, sweetly scented dark purple flowers over long summer season; too tender to overwinter in most Inland gardens. [3] (B*S*)

**Hoya carnosa** 'Krinkle Kurl', "HINDU ROPE PLANT" - Tender, twining vine w/ dark green, succulent leaves handsomely marbled w/ cream & pink & clusters of unusual, waxy, 5-pointed flowers in creamy white w/ a central pink star; dry between waterings. [16]

**Hoya coronaria**, "WAX FLOWER" - Tender, twining vine w/ dark green, slightly hairy leaves & clusters of unusual, waxy, 5-pointed flowers colored white, blushed green & deliciously fragrant. [5] (S*)

**Hypoestes phyllostachya** 'Splash Pink', "PINK POLKA-DOT PLANT" - Especially showy selection of this striking & easy patio, house or summer shade plant; oval leaves irregularly spotted & blotched bright pink; lilac flowers inconspicuous. [16]

**Hypoestes phyllostachya** 'Splash White', "PINK POLKA-DOT PLANT" - Especially showy selection of this striking & easy patio, house or summer shade plant; oval leaves irregularly spotted & blotched white; lilac flowers inconspicuous. [5]

**Impatiens 'African Queen', "AFRICAN QUEEN IMPATIENS"** - Rare, shrubby perennial w/ unusual, spurred, red/yellow/green flowers over long season all along the stems; summer patio plant, bring indoors during cool weather. [10]

**Ledebouria pauciflora**, "SQUILL" - Pretty lily relative w/ clustered, above-ground bulbs & handsome rosettes of succulent, gray-green leaves speckled w/ dark green & spikes of small, light purple flowers. [25] (W*)

**Ledebouria socialis**, "SQUILL" - Pretty lily relative w/ clustered, purple, above-ground bulbs & handsome rosettes of succulent leaves, silvery green w/ dark green spots above, purple below, & spikes of small, light purple flowers. [13/9] (W*)

**Nematanthus 'Black Gold', "KISS-ME PLANT"** - Tropical, shrubby perennial related to African violets w/ many arching branches bearing inch-long, shiny, dark olive green leaves, bronze when young, & goldfish-like, orange flowers during warm periods. [9]

**Philodendron 'Prince of Orange', "PHILODENDRON"** - Tropical perennial forming a dense rosette of 10-in., shiny, arrow-shaped leaves that emerge bright orangy-red, then turn dark green; houseplant or summer patio plant. [16]
Platycentrum bifurcatum, "STAGHORN FERN" - Unusual, easy to grow true fern w/ spongy shield fronds attach to the media, fertile fronds protruding like antlers; best mounted on board or in basket on patio. [16]

Plectranthus erinaceus, "BONSAI MINT" - Evergreen shrublet developing a thickened trunk & main branches w/ toothed & quilted, succulent leaves & spikes of tiny, lavender blue flowers; lends itself to bonsai style planting. [12] (W*)

Plectranthus 'Mona Lavender', "AUTUMN-LILAC" - Spectacular, shubbery perennial w/ broad, purplish, toothed leaves & branching spikes of small, orchid-like flowers, lavender w/ dark purple spots, in fall. [12] (B*)

Plectranthus verticillatus, "CREEPING CHARLIE" - Easiest of house/patio plants w/ trailing stems bearing dark green, rounded, scallop-edged leaves & spikes of tiny, pale purple flowers produced intermittently throughout the year. [10]

Plumeria (Blue Ribbon) 'Cerise', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - "Blue Ribbon" variety of this heat-loving, thick-branched shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, glowing cerise-colored flowers w/ orange centers. [4] (B*S*)

Plumeria (Blue Ribbon) 'Kauka Wilder', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - "Blue Ribbon" variety of this heat-loving, thick-branched shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, extra large, deep rose pink flowers blushed yellow in the centers. [5] (B*S*)

Plumeria (Blue Ribbon) 'Light Pink', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - "Blue Ribbon" variety of this heat-loving, thick-branched shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, powder-puff pink flowers w/ orange centers. [5] (B*S*)

Plumeria (Blue Ribbon) 'Pink Parfait', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - "Blue Ribbon" variety of this heat-loving, thick-branched shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, extra large, funnel-shaped, flowers - blended pink to rose pink. [6] (B*S*)

Plumeria (Blue Ribbon) 'Pink Ruffles', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - "Blue Ribbon" variety of this heat-loving, thick-branched shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, full-petaled, dark pink flowers w/ orange centers. [5] (B*S*)

Plumeria (Blue Ribbon) 'Puu Kahea', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - Heat-loving, thick-branched, deciduous shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of 3-in., funnel-shaped, yellow & pink flowers over long summer season. [5] (B*)

Plumeria (Blue Ribbon) 'Sundance', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - "Blue Ribbon" variety of this heat-loving, thick-branched shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, rich coral-colored flowers over a long summer season. [7/5] (B*S*)

Plumeria 'Guillot's Sunset', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - Heat-loving, thick-branched, deciduous shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of 3.5-in., funnel-shaped, yellow & red flowers over long summer season; especially spicy fragrance. [10] (B*S*)

Plumeria 'Hausten White', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - Heat-loving, thick-branched, deciduous shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, funnel-shaped, white flowers in summer;

Seneio macroglousus, "WAX VINE" - Unusual house or patio vine w/ slender stems, somewhat succulent, waxy, ivy-shaped leaves & small, yellow daisy flowers in warm weather; dry between waterings. [10]

Seneio macrocosus variegatus, "VARIEGATED WAX VINE" - Unusual house or patio vine w/ slender stems, waxy, ivy-shaped leaves that are marbled creamy white & green & small, yellow daisy flowers in warm weather; dry between waterings. [3]

Spretopcapella 'Concord Blue', "STREPTOCARPELLA" - Pretty African violet relative excellent for hanging containers; small, fuzzy, succulent leaves & funnel-shaped, lavender-blue flowers over long season. Sunset zones 19-24. [10] (H*)

sweetly fragrant. [2] (B*S*)

Plumeria 'Hawaiian Yellow', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - Heat-loving, thick-branched, deciduous shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, funnel-shaped, yellow flowers over long summer season. [3/7] (B*S*)

Plumeria 'Krystian's Pink', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - Named varieties of this heat-loving, thick-branched, deciduous shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, funnel-shaped, pink flowers over long summer season. [10] (B*S*)

Plumeria 'Makaha Rainbow', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - Heat-loving, thick-branched, deciduous shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of 3.5-in., funnel-shaped flowers, a blend of red, yellow & white, produced over a long summer season. [7/3] (B*S*)

Plumeria 'Paleface Pink', "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - Named varieties of this heat-loving, thick-branched, deciduous shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of fragrant, funnel-shaped, pink flowers over long summer season. [3/7] (B*S*)

Plumeria (white with red), "PLUMERIA", "FRANGIPANI" - Heat-loving, thick-branched, deciduous shrub w/ long leaves tufted at branch tips & clusters of 3.5-in., funnel-shaped, white & red, candy-stripe flowers over long summer season. [4/6] (B*S*)

Polyscias fruticosus, "MING ARALIA" - Choice, slow-growing shrub for patio during warm weather or as houseplant; speckled cane-like stems bear dark green, much divided, parsley-like leaves; insignificant flowers; water carefully. [9]

Porphyrocoma pohliana, "ROSE PINE" - Compact plant w/ long, deep green, silver-veined leaves & purple, tubular flowers produced much of the year from a long lasting, cone-like spike of bright red bracts. [4]

Pseuderanthemum atro, "Tricolor", "MARBLE PLANT" - Tender shrub for patio in summer or houseplant during cold weather; long, shiny leaves handsomely marbled in purple, green & white; flowers inconspicuous. [8]

Radermachera sinica, "CHINA DOLL" - Tropical, evergreen tree popularly grown as a summer patio/houseplant; large, much divided leaves w/ small, glossy, dark green leaves; yellow, trumpet-shaped flowers unlikely to be produced indoors. [14]

Rhapisalopsis gaertneri, "SPRING CACTUS" - Old-fashioned favorite; flattened, jointed, succulent stems & an abundance of deep red-purple, trumpet-shaped flowers w/ many satiny petals in spring & fall. [16]

Saintpaulia ionantha (assorted), "AFRICAN VIOLET" - Most popular flowering houseplant forming dense rosettes of velvety, succulent, round leaves & clusters of flowers produced nearly year around - assorted colors in double & single petaled forms. [10]

Schefflera elegantissima, "FALSE ARALIA" - Distinctive, tropical shrub w/ deep green, hand-shaped leaves divided into slender, toothed leaflets; for patio in all but coldest weather or houseplant all year (= Aralia elegantissima). [16]

Streptocarpus 'Bristol's Party Boy', "CAPE PRIMROSE" - Easy, African violet relative w/ clusters of long, succulent, velvety leaves & spikes of trumpet shaped, lavender blue flowers w/ white throats produced on & off through the year. [12]

Streptocarpus 'Princess Marlene', "CAPE PRIMROSE" - Easy, African violet relative w/ clusters of long, succulent, velvety leaves & spikes of trumpet shaped, hot pink & rose red flowers produced on & off through the year. [12]

Streptocarpus (red), "CAPE PRIMROSE" - Easy, African violet relative w/ clusters of long, succulent, velvety leaves & spikes of trumpet shaped, deep velvety red flowers produced on & off through the year. [12]
Syngonium podophyllum 'Bold Allusion', "ARROWHEAD VINE" - Dwarf, handsomely colored form of this easy-to-grow houseplant favorite with short-vining stems & arrow-shaped leaves that are cream-colored w/ olive green flecking at the margins & rose-colored veins. [11]

Tillandsia aeranthos, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; slender, arched, gray-green leaves eventually forming a ball & spikes of tubular, indigo flowers from rose red bracts in fall/winter; best outdoors (mounted). [18/6] (H*)

Tillandsia albertiana, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; tiny plant w/ slender, arched, frosted leaves arranged in 2-ranks & small, cherry red, trumpet shaped flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors. [3] (H*)

Tillandsia albidula, "AIR PLANT" - Among most unusual of plants forming handsome, 5-in. rosettes of stiff, silvery white, fuzzy leaves & red-bracted spikes of tubular, pale green flowers; water moderately. [7] (H*)

Tillandsia araujei (closed form), "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" forming rosettes of tapered, arched, gray green leaves & hot pink-bracted spikes of funnel shaped, white flowers in fall/winter; hummingbird favorite; best outdoors. [15] (H*)

Tillandsia bulbosa, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; small plant w/ tentacle-like leaves from a frosted, bulbous base & tubular, violet flowers w/ brilliant red bracts in fall/winter; best indoors. [15/2] (H*)

Tillandsia butzii, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; olive green, tentacle-like leaves from a bulbous base, white-fuzzy throughout, & tubular violet flowers in bright red bracts in fall/winter; best outdoors in protected spot. [10/5] (H*)

Tillandsia caput-medusae, "MEDUSA'S HEAD" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; tentacle-like leaves from a bulbous base, dark gray-fuzzy & tinged purple throughout, & tubular violet flowers in bright red bracts in fall/winter; best outdoors. [3] (H*)

Tillandsia caput-medusae (purple), "MEDUSA'S HEAD" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; tentacle-like leaves from a bulbous base, purple-fuzzy throughout, & tubular violet flowers in bright red bracts in fall/winter; best outdoors. [9] (H*)

Tillandsia concolor, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" forming rosettes of tapered, arched, gray green leaves & branching, red- & green-bracted spikes of tubular, magenta flowers in fall/winter; hummingbird favorite; best outdoors. [15/7] (H*)

Tillandsia crocata 'Giant', "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; tiny plant w/ slender, arched, white-fuzzy leaves arranged in rosette. [11] (H*)

Tillandsia kobelli, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; small plant w/ pointed, silvery leaves in a compact rosette that redden in bloom; pink-bracted spikes of tubular, lavender blue flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors. [15] (H*)

Tillandsia latifolia, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; rosettes of arched, gray-green leaves & red- & orange-bracted, branching spikes of tubular, violet flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors. [15/10] (H*)

Tillandsia montana, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; rosettes of tapered, arched, bright green leaves & spikes of tubular, violet flowers w/ rose red bracts in fall/winter; best outdoors. [15] (H*)

Tillandsia seleriana, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; succulent, dark, velvety leaves form a bulbous base & tubular violet flowers in carmine bracts in fall/winter; hummingbird favorite; versatile. [15] (H*)

Tillandsia stricta, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; rosettes of slender, arched, gray-green leaves eventually forming a ball & spikes of tubular, violet flowers w/ showy, rich pink bracts in fall/winter; best outdoors. [6] (H*)

Tillandsia stricta var. 'Conehead', "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; symmetrical cluster of slender, gray-green leaves & reddish-bracted spikes of tubular, violet flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors; hummingbird favorite. [10/9] (H*)

Tillandsia fuchsii var. gracilis, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; symmetrical cluster of slender, white-fuzzy leaves & red-bracted spikes of tubular, violet flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors; hummingbird favorite. [10/9] (H*)

Tillandsia funkiana, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" forming clustered, elongated stems lined foxtail fashion w/ tapered, fuzzy, gray green leaves & glowing red, tubular flowers in fall/winter; hummingbird favorite; best outdoors. [15] (H*)

Tillandsia geminiflora hybrid, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; small rosette of tapered, gray green, fuzzy leaves & pink-bracted spikes of tubular, dark pink flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors; hummingbird favorite. [2] (H*)

Tillandsia ionantha, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual hybrid "air plant" grows without soil; tiny plant w/ pointed, silvery leaves arranged in a tight rosette that turns crimson in bloom; tubular, violet flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors. [4] (H*)

Tillandsia ionantha x brachycaulos, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual hybrid "air plant" grows without soil; tall, narrowed clump of tapered, arched, gray green leaves that blush crimson in bloom; tubular, violet flowers in fall/winter; hummingbird favorite; best outdoors. [3] (H*)

Tillandsia ixioides, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; rosettes of arched, stiff, gray-green leaves & reddish-bracted spikes of fragrant, funnel-shaped, yellow flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors. [4] (H*)

Tillandsia juncea, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; spiky, upright clumps of slender, grass-like, gray-green leaves blushed purple & red-bracted spikes of tubular, violet flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors. [10/2] (H*)

Tillandsia jucunda, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" forming rosettes of tapered, arched, gray green leaves & pink-bracted spikes of tubular, light yellow flowers in fall/winter; hummingbird favorite; best outdoors. [15] (H*)

Tillandsia stricta 'Black', "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; rosettes of arched, gray-green leaves tipped black eventually forming a ball & spikes of tubular, violet flowers w/ showy, rich pink bracts in fall/winter; best outdoors. [15] (H*)

Tillandsia sucrei, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" forming rosettes of tapered, arched, gray green leaves & delicate pink-bracted spikes of tubular, lavender pink flowers in fall/winter; hummingbird favorite; best outdoors. [15] (H*)

Tillandsia usneoides, "SPANISH MOSS" - Among most unusual of plants; true "air" plant for protected patio location; best hanging among other plants where humidity is highest; water daily in hottest weather, less in winter; tiny flowers in summer. [15/7]

Tillandsia x Victoria, "AIR PLANT" - Unusual "air plant" grows without soil; small plant w/ pointed, silvery green, tapered leaves arranged in a loose rosette that turns crimson in bloom; tubular, violet flowers in fall/winter; best outdoors. [11] (H*)

Zamia furfuracea, "CARDBOARD PALM" - Choice, slow growing, palm-like plant w/ short, stocky stems bearing a rosette of divided leaves, the dark green, paired leaflets very stiff & leathery; separate male &
female plants produce different cones. [8]

Zamioculcas zamiifolia, "ZZ PLANT" - Unusual calla lily relative w/ thick stemmed, cycad-like leaves & succulent, oval leaflets w/ an almost mirror-like shine; flowers not showy; keep on the dry side. [8]

**WATER & WATERSIDE PLANTS**

_Acorus gramineus 'Licorice', "LICORICE SWEET FLAG" -_ Handsome grasslike plant forming tight clumps of slender, dark green leaves; crushed leaves are licorice-scented & are used in Thai cooking & teas; useful for water feature margins & containers. [14/8]

_Acorus gramineus 'Masamune', "VARIEGATED SWEET FLAG" -_ Handsome grasslike plant forming tight clumps of slender, cream-margined leaves; especially useful for water feature margins & containers. [5]

_Acorus gramineus 'Ogon', "OGON SWEET FLAG" -_ Handsome grasslike plant forming tight, 10 in. tall clumps of slender, arching, leaves w/ golden yellow margins; especially useful for water feature margins & containers. [10]

_Acorus gramineus 'Pusillus', "DWARF SWEET FLAG" -_ Handsome grasslike plant forming dwarf, tufted clumps of slender, dark green foliage; especially useful for water feature margins & containers. [23]

_Acorus gramineus 'Pusillus Variegatus', "VAR. DWARF SWEET FLAG" -_ Handsome grasslike plant forming dwarf, 6 in., tufted clumps of slender, dark green foliage w/ white stripes; especially useful for water feature margins & containers. [10]

_Anemopsis californica, "YERBA MANSA" -_ Unusual Calif. native perennial for wet places, rapidly spreading by runners; bold, aromatic leaves & long stemmed, cone-like flower head w/ glistening white bracts. [20] (C*)

_Colocasia esculenta 'Fontanesii', "VIOLET STEMMED TARO" -_ Elegant, tropical perennial w/ large, arrow-shaped sea-green leaves w/ purple edges born on waxy, deep purple stalks; can be grown in water. [3]

_Crinium americanum, "SOUTHERN SWAMP LILY" -_ Perennial from a bulb, w/ handsome, deep green, strap-shaped leaves & elegant, long-stalked clusters of lily-like, white flowers w/ conspicuous, reddish stamens; will grow standing in water. [4]

_Cyperus alternifolius 'Gracilis', "DWARF UMBRELLA PLANT" -_ Small form of this easy & unusual perennial; clumps of green, three-sided, slender stalks topped by umbrella-like cluster of narrow, green bracts; good near water features or containers. [7/5] (F*)

_Cyperus papyrus, "PAPYRUS" -_ Most unusual, graceful perennial w/ 6-10 ft., green, three-sided stalks topped by mop-like head of thread-like parts; good near water features or in other moist soil; known for use in Egyptian paper-making. [6] (F*)

_Iris pseudacorus, "YELLOW FLAG" -_ Vigorous, rhizomatous perennial w/ sword-shaped foliage to 5 ft. topped w/ showy, yellow flowers in spring; good vertical accent near water feature. [15] (H*)

_Marsilea drummondi, "NARDOO", "WATER CLOVER" -_ Rare & unusual fern for pond, waterside, or container culture; long-stalked, "4-leaf clover" leaves covered in silky, white hairs arise from slender, creeping rhizome. [10]

_Myriophyllum aquaticum, "PARROT FEATHER" -_ Easy & vigorous floating plant for pond or tub garden w/ feather-like, blue-green leaves arranged "foxtail" style along ropy stems; the small white flowers are inconspicuous. [10]

_Scirpus cernus, "FIBER OPTICS GRASS" -_ Calif. native, grass-like plant forming clumps of graceful, bright green, hair-like stems, each tipped w/ a tiny white flower structure; for moist or wet situation. [25] (C*)

**SEE YOU AT THE SALE!**